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Microchannels show promising potential for implementation in next 
generation high heat flux cooling schemes. Promising research has been conducted in 
the area of MEMS cooling devices, taking advantage of the increased heat transfer 
characteristics in microfabricated structures. While significant advances in 
microchannels can be found in the literature, little work is being done to develop 
microchannels  with  non-uniform  cross  sections  that  can  evaporate  fluid  without  the  
presence of the bubbles at the exit flow. 
This thesis presents an experimental study of flow evaporation in micro-
evaporators with tailored microchannel walls, demonstrating the ability to provide a 
stable flow of evaporated fluid for energy conversion and chip cooling applications. 
The design and modeling approach, microfabrication process and the full testing of 
the micro-evaporators are a part of this study and are all presented. Two mechanisms 
are proposed to stabilize the internal flow evaporation. The first mechanism is to 
establish a temperature gradient along the channel to separate the room temperature 
inlet fluid from the steam exit flow. The second mechanism is to change the direction 




The test device used in this work consists of a silicon wafer with through-
etched complex microchannels that is anodically bonded to a glass wafer on each side. 
Inlet and exit holes for the fluid are machined in the glass wafers. Water is forced 
through  the  chip  while  it  is  heated  on  the  exit  side  of  the  three  layer  chip.  The  
qualitative nature of the two-phase flow along the shaped channels is observed 
through the glass cover wafer, for different flow rates and wall temperatures. The 
work also provides a comparative study between different channel designs, different 
boundary conditions which reveal the benefits of the shaped microchannels with 
temperature gradient. The temperature gradient achieved with different thickness of 
channel walls shows agreement with the modeling results. Also, the benefit of having 
multiple expansions in the channels was demonstrated. By using these two 
mechanisms the onset of water evaporation was fixed along the channel.  
The behavior of the meniscus in a microchannel with complex geometries and 
with a temperature gradient along it is quite encouraging in the perspective of the 
phase change in microchannels. These results of this research provide a design basis 
for  a  broad  range  of  micro  thermal  systems,  or  Power  MEMS,  for  chip  cooling  and  
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1.1 Motivation and Objectives 
 
The rapid increase in power densities of integrated circuits (ICs) has induced a 
significant interest in new reliable and high heat flux cooling technologies. As it can 
be seen in Figure 1-1 the power densities of ICs have experienced an exponential 
growth over the last 40 years, more specifically 3 orders of magnitude. The 
implication of such growth is the increased need for more efficient and more compact 









Figure 1-1 Power density increase in ICs over the years [1]. 
 
In addition, the need for compact, long-lasting power supplies for portable 
electronics has promoted significant research and development of micro fuel cells and 





Another application for microchannels in literature is microchannel heat sinks. 
They are widely regarded as being among the most effective heat removal techniques 
for space-constrained electronic devices, such as computer chips, laser diodes and 
other electronics devices and components.  
Many approaches implement thermodynamic cycles in micromachined 
systems and require micro heat exchangers with phase transition [5]. Micro-
evaporators are also used in microsystems requiring phase change, with a stable flow 
of completely evaporated or completely condensed fluid. In Figure 1-2, a schematic 
of a Rankine cycle can be found. The evaporator in this Rankine Cycle must provide 
a constant flow of superheated steam, without flow pulsations, bubbles, or burn-out 
regions. These undesirable occurrences not only would lower the efficiency of the 
evaporator but also would damage the turbine blades. 
As illustrated in Figure 1-2, a working fluid in liquid phase is compressed 
with a pump (states 3 to 4) and then evaporated (state 1’) and superheated to a 
maximum cycle temperature (state 1, Tmax) through one of the on-chip heat 
exchangers.  The working fluid in vapor form then expands through a turbine (state 1 
to 2) to provide mechanical shaft power to drive the pump and an integrated micro-
generator.  The cycle is closed by condensing the working fluid (state 3 to 4) by 
rejecting heat to the surroundings.  Fréchette et al. [5] expect the Rankine power cycle 
can be implemented on a chip, and each power plant chip could generate in the range 
of 1-10 Watts of electrical power, depending on the heat source and heat sink 
temperatures and based on expected component efficiencies. The dimensions of the 





(planar form). A heat supply, heat sink, and power electronics are also required in 





Figure 1-2 (a) Typical T-s diagram (b) Schematic of a Rankine Cycle 
 
The simplified Rankine Microturbine configuration is shown in Figure 1-3.  It 









shaped rotor, microchannels, and electromechanical components.  The rotor disk has 
a planar multistage turbine on one side and a micro-generator on the opposite side.  A 
spiral groove viscous pump is etched at the inner radius of the disk, inboard of the 
generator, and delivers pressurized liquid through a center hole in the rotor disk.  The 
pressurized working fluid then flows through a microchannel heat exchanger covering 
the  hot  side  of  the  chip,  to  completely  evaporate  and  be  superheated.   The  vapor  
returns to the center to flow radially outwards along the top side of the rotor disk, 
through concentric turbine stages, each consisting of a stationary row of blades 
(attached to the top plate) interdigitated with rotating blades row that extends from 
the disk. Vapor flow exiting the turbine proceeds to the second microchannel heat 
exchanger located on the cold side of the chip to condense before returning to the 
pump.  Seals are required on both sides of the disk to constrain the liquid within the 
pump and central area. Heat is supplied to the cycle from one outer surface of the 
chip ("hot side") and removed from the opposite surface ("cold side").   
Fluid film bearings support the rotor in the radial and axial directions.  A 
hydrostatic journal bearing is located at the outer diameter of the disk, lubricated by 
the pressurized working fluid in vapor state. A pair of axial thrust bearings is formed 
by the viscous pump on the back side and a spiral groove on the face of the forward 
seal.  Compared with internal combustion and gas turbine engines, the proposed 
Rankine  device:  1)  operates  on  a  closed  cycle,  with  the  working  fluid  chosen  to  be  
water; 2) pumps a liquid instead of compressing a gas, which dramatically reduces the 
compression work and allows higher pressures; 3) adds heat to the working fluid via a 





sources; 4) must reject heat to the surroundings through a heat exchanger, as opposed 
to simply rejecting hot gases to the ambient. 
 
Figure 1-3 Cross-section schematic of micro steam-turbine power plant-on-a-chip.  
Constructed from 5 silicon wafers that are deep reactive ion etched and bonded to 





Figure 1-4 Fabricated Microturbopump (Courtesy of Dr. Changgu Lee) 
 
The design of the microchannels presented in this thesis is based on the micro-
evaporator which was discussed within the context of the Micro-Rankine Cycle 





over to the study of the microchannel to be used as a design basis. This work presents 
an experimental study of flow evaporation in non-uniform microchannels, 
demonstrating the ability to provide a stable flow of evaporated fluid for energy 
conversion and chip cooling applications. The micro-evaporator must provide a 
constant steady-state controlled evaporated flow, without the presence of pulsations, 
bubbles, or burn-out regions. In addition, bubbles should not convect downstream, 
this would force the liquid exit the microchannel. Therefore, the main objective is to 
fix  the  onset  of  phase  change  at  a  prescribed  location,  while  achieving  evaporation  
from a meniscus, separating the liquid from the vapor, without the presence of the 
bubbles exiting the microchannel. 
Micro-evaporator that is introduced in this thesis differs in behavior from its 
macro scale versions. As a result, the physics and phenomena in microscale should be 
studied in detail. 
 
1.2 Physics and Phenomenon 
In this section, the physics and phenomena behind flow and heat transfer in 
microchannels is presented. The capillary effects such as surface tension and contact 
angle in microchannels reviewed first, followed by heat transfer and phase change in 
microchannels. 
1.2.1 Capillary Effects 
One of the characteristic features of microchannels is the dominance of 
surface effects. The effects of such surface forces are amplified at small scales due to 





The surface tension, γ, of an interface is defined as the Gibbs free energy per 
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where G represents the Gibbs free energy, A the area and p and T are  the  fixed  
pressure and temperature. 
A molecule in the bulk forms chemical bonds with the neighboring molecules, 
thus gaining a certain amount of binding energy. A molecule at the surface cannot 
form as many bonds since there are almost no molecules in the gas. This lack of 
chemical bonds results in a higher energy for the surface molecules, called surface 
tension. The measured value for the water/air interface at 200C is 72.9 mJ/m2. 
Surface tension can also be defined as the force per unit length, where the 
force is parallel to the surface but perpendicular to the line. Surface tension is 
therefore measured in forces per unit length. Its SI unit is Newton per meter but dyne 
per cm is also used [8]. An equivalent definition is work done per unit area. In order 
to increase the surface area of a mass of liquid by an amount, Ad , a quantity of work, 
Agd , is needed [9].  This work is stored as potential energy.  
Another fundamental concept in the theory of surface tension in 
microchannels is the contact angle that appears at the contact line between different 
phases, the solid wall of the channel and the fluid inside that channel. The two 
concepts, contact angle and surface tension, allow for understanding the capillary 





The contact angle, θ, is defined as the angle between the solid/liquid and the 
liquid/gas interfaces at the contact line where three immiscible phases meet. In 
equilibrium θ is determined by the three surface tensions γsl,  γlg, and γsg for the 
solid/liquid, liquid/gas and solid/gas interfaces by Young’s equation to be discussed 
next. 
The theoretical description of contact angle arises from the consideration of a 
thermodynamic equilibrium between the three phases: the liquid phase of the droplet 
Figure 1-5 , the solid phase of the substrate, and the gas/vapor phase of the ambient. 
At  equilibrium,  the  chemical  potential  in  the  three  phases  should  be  equal.  The  
following equation, Young Equation, must be satisfied in equilibrium. 
 cos 0SG SL LGg g g q- - =  (1.2) 
 
 
Figure 1-5 Contact Angle of a Liquid Droplet 
 
 
Pressure  drop  across  a  meniscus  inside  of  a  rectangular  channel  can  also  be  






Figure 1-6  Wetting meniscus inside a straight channel  
 
 
At equilibrium total energy in the capillary channel (Figure 1-6)  can  be  
expressed as, 
 0 total sg wetting sl sg =  + [A  + A (  )]sE E g g g-  (1.3) 
 
0 sg sg sl
 = + 2( )[ .  ( )]sE E h d l xg g g+ - -  (1.4) 
Taking the derivative of equation with respect to x, the equivalent capillary 
force FS applied on the fluid column along the x-direction is obtained  
2( )( ) ( ).( ) .( )ss sg sl g l surface
dEF h d P P hd P hd
dx
g g= = + - = - = D  (1.5) 
 lg





g q +D =  (1.6) 
The capillary forces presented here will be useful to understand the 
mechanisms that will be described later in the thesis to achieve a steady-state 















1.2.2 Two Phase Flow in Channels 
This section gives background information about two-phase flow and presents 
the two phase flow regimes observed in macrochannels. Getting familiar with the 
flow regimes in macrochannels prepares one to understand the regimes defined in 
microchannels, Further in the section, two phase flow in microchannels will be 
introduced in the following section. 
Figure 1-7 shows a schematic representation of a vertical tubular channel 
heated by a uniform low heat flux and fed at its base with liquid just below the 
saturation temperature. 
In the initial single-phase region the liquid is being heated to the saturation 
temperature. A thermal boundary layer forms at the wall and a radial temperature 
profile is  set  up.  At some position up the tube,  the wall  temperature will  exceed the 
saturation temperature and the conditions for the formation of vapor (nucleation) at 
the wall are satisfied. Vapor is formed at preferred positions or sites on the surface of 
the tube. Vapor bubbles grow from these sites finally detaching to form a bubbly flow. 
With the production of more vapor, the bubble population increases with length and 
coalescence takes place to form slug flow which in turn gives way to annular flow 
further  along  the  channel.  Close  to  this  point  the  formation  of  vapor  at  sites  on  the  
wall  may cease and further vapor formation will  be as a result  of evaporation at  the 
liquid  film-vapor  core  interface.  Increasing  velocities  in  the  vapor  core  will  cause  
entrainment of liquid in the form of droplets. The depletion of the liquid from the film 



















Figure 1-8 Two-phase flow regimes in a horizontal pipe [10]. 
 
 
Figure 1-8 shows a schematic representation of a horizontal tubular channel 
heated by a uniform low heat flux and fed with liquid just below the saturation 
temperature. The sequence of flow patterns shown corresponds to a relatively low 
inlet velocity (< 1 m/s).  
The flow patterns observed in two-phase flow in horizontal and inclined 
tubular channels are complicated by asymmetry of the phases resulting from the 
influence of gravity. The generally accepted flow patterns are given by Alves [7].  
(a) Bubbly flow. This flow pattern is similar to that in vertical flow except that 
the vapor bubbles tend to travel in the upper half of the pipe. At moderate velocities 
of both vapor and liquid phases the entire pipe cross-section contains bubbles at  the 
same time as at still higher velocities a flow pattern equivalent to the wispy-annular 
pattern is entered. This pattern is sometimes referred to as froth flow. 
(b) Plug flow. This is similar to slug flow in the vertical direction. Again the 
gas bubbles tend to travel in the upper half of the pipe. 
(c) Stratified flow: This pattern only occurs at very low liquid and vapor 





(d) Wavy flow: As the vapor velocity is increased, the interface becomes 
disturbed by waves traveling in the direction of flow. 
(e) Slug flow: A further increase in vapor velocity causes the waves at the 
interface to be picked up to form a frothy slug which is propagated along the channel 
at a high velocity. The upper surface of the tube behind the wave is wetted by a 
residual film which drains into the bulk of the liquid. 
(f) Annular flow: A still higher vapor velocity will result in the formation of a 
gas core with a liquid film around the periphery of the pipe. 
Important points to note from a heat transfer viewpoint are the possibility of 
alternating drying and rewetting of the upper surfaces of the tube in slug and wavy 
flow and the progressive drying out over long tube lengths of the upper circumference 
of the tube wall in annular flow. At higher inlet liquid velocities the influence of 
gravity is less obvious, the phase distribution becomes more symmetrical and the 
flow patterns become closer to those seen in vertical flow. 
 
1.3 Review of Related Work 
The design of a micro-evaporator will be achieved in part by taking advantage 
of a vast body of work reported by researchers working with phase change in 
microchannels. This section provides a review of the literature pertinent to the current 
work. 
Flow boiling in mini and microchannels is of great interest in compact 
evaporator applications. Automotive air-conditioning evaporators use small passages 





than 1mm are already being applied in compact condenser applications. 
Developments in evaporators to this end are needed to overcome the practical barriers 
associated with flow boiling in narrow channels. Another application where flow 
boiling research is actively being pursued is in the heat removal from high heat flux 
devices, such as computer chips, laser diodes and other electronics devices and 
components. 
Although the heat transfer coefficients are quite high in single phase flow with 
small diameter channels, flow boiling yields much higher values. For example, the 
single-phase heat transfer coefficient under laminar flow of water in a 200μm square 
channel is around 10,000W/m2 0C whereas the flow boiling heat transfer coefficients 
can exceed 100,000W/ m2 0C [11]. In other words, larger channel diameters can be 
implemented with flow boiling at comparable or even higher heat transfer coefficients 
than single-phase systems.  
Another major advantage of flow boiling systems is the ability of the fluid to 
carry larger amounts of thermal energy through the latent heat of vaporization. With 
water, the latent heat is significantly higher (2257 kJ/kg) than its specific heat of 4.2 
kJ/kg 0C times ΔT. In order to achieve the same amount of energy per unit mass, the 
temperature difference should be in the order of 6000C. 
A number of investigators have studied the flow patterns, pressure drop, and 
heat transfer characteristics of flow boiling in microchannels. A comprehensive 
summary of adiabatic flow pattern studies is presented by Hewitt [12]. Kandlikar [13], 
[14], presented an extensive summary of flow patterns and associated heat transfer 





investigators have conducted extensive studies on adiabatic two-phase flows with air–
water mixtures, there are relatively fewer studies available on evaporating flows. 
Mertz et al. [15], conducted experiments in single and multiple channels with 
water and R-141b boiling in rectangular channels 1, 2, and 3 mm wide. They 
observed the presence of nucleate boiling, confined bubble flow and annular flow. 
The bubble generation process was not a continuous process, and large pressure 
fluctuations were observed. Kasza et al. [16] observed the presence of nucleate 
boiling on the channel wall similar to the pool boiling case. They also observed 
nucleation in the thin films surrounding a vapor core. The presence of nucleation 
followed by bubble growth was visually observed by Kandlikar and Stumm [17] and 
Kandlikar and Spiesman [18]. The goal in this thesis is to eliminate the nucleation of 
bubbles and thin films surrounding the vapor core that can easily convect to 
downstream of the microchannel. 
Other previous investigations of microscale two-phase flow have mostly 
focused on straight, uniform cross-section area microchannels [20] and have 
identified multiple undesirable phenomena, such as bubble formations, flow 
oscillations, and incomplete vaporization of the exiting fluid [21].  
Bubbly, slug flow, annular flow, and mist flow were observed during flow 
boiling in microchannels with uniform heating boundary conditions [22], [23]. 
Unstable flow boiling was defined as long-period oscillation cyclic variations of 
temperature and pressure. During one cycle, bubbly flow changes to annular/mist 
flow and then changes to bubbly flow again [23], [24]. Although some researchers 





growing on the heated wall, elongating, and being carried away by the liquid to 
downstream, without apparent temporal pressure and temperature variations in the 
microchannels. Periodic liquid and vapor flow at the microchannel exit is however 
not acceptable for devices that implement vapor thermodynamic cycles or if only 
vapor is required.   
Flow instability poses a major concern for flow boiling in minichannels and 
microchannels. A detailed description of the flow-boiling instabilities is provided by 
Kandlikar [13], [14], [25]. These instabilities are present in small diameter channels 
as discussed by Bergles and Kandlikar [26]. Nucleation followed by an increase in the 
flow resistance due to two-phase flow in channels leads to a minimum in the pressure 
drop demand curve leading to instabilities. Large pressure fluctuations at high 
frequencies have been reported by a number of investigators including Kew and 
Cornwell [27], Peles [27], and Balasubramanian and Kandlikar [29] among others. 
Previous studies mainly focused on uniform heating boundary conditions, 
heating microchannels from the bottom with constant heat flux. 
Hardt et al. [30] studied the evaporation processes of 2-propanol and water in 
cyclo olefin polymer (COP) and silicon microchannels of square cross-section with 
uniform heating from the bottom of the channels with cartridge heaters. The COP 
channels with a cross-section of 50 mm x 50 mm are  rather  smooth,  whereas  the  30  
mm x 30 mm silicon channels have comparatively rough surfaces. For the COP 
channels, liquid-vapor menisci perform a periodic motion and leave behind a thin 
liquid film covering the walls of the channel. In the silicon channels various 





mass flow rates and lower wall temperature values (lower performance limit), 
occasional formation of bubbles inside the channels were observed. When a bubble is 
created it moves with the flow towards the meniscus, penetrates it and finally merges 
with the vapor phase. The oscillatory motion of the liquid fronts also dominates here, 
and depending on the total mass flow and the wall temperature, the oscillations in 
different channels are synchronized or desynchronized [30]. In order to achieve a 
stable meniscus, separating the liquid and the vapor regions, working at a lower 
performance limit with lower flow supply and lower temperatures seems promising. 
Hestroni et al. [31] studied the flow patterns and heat transfer coefficients in 
parallel triangular microchannels with inlet Reynolds Number of 25. The flow 
visualization showed that the behavior of long vapor bubbles, occurring in a 
microchannel at low Reynolds numbers, was not similar to annular flow with 
interposed intermitted slugs of liquid between two long vapor trains. This process was 
regarded as explosive boiling with periodic wetting and dryout. In the presence of 
two-phase liquid–vapor flow in the microchannel, pressure drop oscillations were 
observed, which increase with increasing vapor quality. This study shows strong 
dependence of the heat transfer coefficient on the vapor quality. The time when liquid 
wets the heated surface decreases with increasing heat flux. Dryout occurs 
immediately after venting of the elongated bubble. In order to minimize the dryout 
regions, the presence of bubbles at the downstream must be avoided. 
A simultaneous visualization and measurement study by Wang et al. [32] have 
been carried out to investigate flow boiling instabilities of water in microchannels at 





conducted in eight parallel silicon microchannels and in a single microchannel. These 
microchannels, at a length of 30 mm, had an identical trapezoidal cross-section with a 
hydraulic diameter of 186 µm. Experiments for parallel microchannels were carried 
out at constant heat flux conditions. At a given heat flux and inlet water temperature, 
it was found that stable and unstable flow boiling regimes existed, depending on the 
mass  flux.  In  stable  flow  boiling  regimes  with  higher  mass  flux  values,  isolated  
bubble grew in the microchannels and then it was flushed downstream by the bulk 
flow. With lower mass flux values, isolated bubble grew and elongated before it was 
flushed downstream by the bulk flow. At the smallest mass flux value the bubble 
began to expand in both upstream and downstream directions. In these stable flow 
boiling regimes (as defined by those authors), no periodic oscillations of temperature 
and pressure were observed, although alternating vapor and liquid flow exited the 
channel. In unstable flow boiling regimes, alternating flow patterns were observed by 
a high-speed video recording system, and the oscillations of temperature as well as 
inlet/outlet pressure were recorded. 
Zhang et al. [33] developed silicon test devices with nearly-constant heat flux 
boundary conditions to study forced boiling convection in microchannels. 
Rectangular channels with hydraulic diameters between 25 and 60 mm and aspect 
ratios between 1 and 3.5 were fabricated and tested, and recorded the pressure and 
wall temperature distribution during phase change. A small bubble growth was 
observed in plasma etched microchannels under 60 µm in hydraulic diameter, 
suggesting that surface tension effects can dramatically change the behavior of two-





between flow patterns. At some point after boiling begins, the fluid suddenly changes 
back to liquid phase, and then starts boiling again. In multi-channel experiments, 
boiling was observed at about the same place in each channel, and current and voltage 
signals that measure the temperature at every measurement point begin fluctuating in 
time after the onset of boiling. A slight reduction in wall temperature at the initiation 
of boiling for all of the thermometers was measured, which was due to the local 
temperature superheating as a result of nucleation and bubble departure. However, it 
may also be due to the effect of pressure fluctuations. No surface condition-induced 
superheating was measured in these channels. Optical microscopy indicates that the 
two-phase microchannel flow is mostly annular flow with a very thin layer of liquid. 
Typical bubbly and plug flow observed in macroscopic channels were absent in these 
microchannels. 
As a result of the discussion above, although there are important lessons to be 
learned, to date researchers consider stable flow boiling as one that does not induce 
noticeable pressure and temperature fluctuations, whereas in the applications that are 
presented in this study, the aim is to have only fully evaporated steam at the exit, no 
liquid droplets, in a steady-state fashion. In addition, thermal boundary conditions in 
the  literature  are  mostly  chosen  for  their  simplicity  in  studying  the  flow,  such  as  
uniform wall heat flux, whereas in this thesis the effects of having temperature 
gradient along the channel will be demonstrated. As scale is reduced to 
microchannels, the commonly accepted boiling flow regimes are not consistently 
found.  Various experiments show different boiling flow regimes.  The effect of scale 





change,  and  surface  tension  can  take  a  more  dominant  role  at  truly  micron-scale  
channels, therefore channel shape which was not broadly investigated to this date will 
be studied in detail. 
Therefore, in this thesis steady-state controlled complete evaporation from 
meniscus without the presence of bubbles exiting the microchannels will be 
investigated by changing the shapes and cross section of the channels and applying 
heat in a different way than uniform heating.  
 
1.4 Research Questions 
This section discusses the concerns that have been observed in the related 
work that is done in the field of study. 
Previous studies have identified multiple undesirable phenomena, such as 
bubble formations, flow oscillations, and incomplete vaporization of the exiting fluid. 
· How can bubble formations be minimized? 
· How can flow oscillations be minimized? 
· How can fully evaporated steam be obtained at the exit? 
· Is there a good configuration for a micro-evaporator that can deliver 
stable, fully evaporated flow? 
 
1.5 Proposed Approach 
Microchannels presented here are designed so that the onset of boiling will be 
fixed at a prescribed location along a shaped microchannel as the liquid vaporizes. 
The microchannels will have a continuous, steady state flow and make the capillary 
action dominant. Also, the goal is to maximize the heat rate through to channel, to 





Two mechanisms are proposed to stabilize the internal flow boiling:  
· Temperature gradients along the channel 
· Meniscus/surface tension forces 
The first control mechanism is implemented in microchannel evaporators by 
forming the microchannel with thin wall thicknesses to create a sustainable thermal 
resistance between the inlet and the exit of the microchannel.  A temperature 
difference is then created by heating the channel from one end such that the 
temperature will decrease as the heat conducts along the thin channel walls.  
At microscale, working with microchannels smaller than a typical bubble size, 
surface tension induces significant capillary forces and affects the flow patterns. This 
promotes a single meniscus across the channel instead of bubbles. The second 
mechanism defines conditions that will leverage capillary forces, by shaping the 
microchannel with multiple expansions and contractions to create varying wall angles. 
This will help to maintain the meniscus in place and prevent liquid from convecting 
downstream, hence help to maintain fully evaporated flow at the exit of the channel. 
 
1.6 Scope of the Thesis  
In this thesis a micro-evaporator will be designed and the phase change in 
non-uniform microchannels with a temperature gradient will be investigated. 
The undesirable phenomenon that was observed in the literature will be 
avoided by using two mechanisms in the modeling of the micro-evaporator. These 
two mechanisms, temperature gradient and meniscus/surface forces, will be validated 





The validated mechanisms will be used to design the micro-evaporators. 
Finally, the shaped microchannels with non-uniform wall temperature 
distributions will be experimentally studied. Benefits of having shaped channels with 
necessary expansions and temperature gradient across the walls of these channels will 
be shown by comparing them to straight channels and uniform heating methods. 
These experiments will demonstrate evaporation from a meniscus without the 
presence of bubbles at the exit.   
This  work  therefore  focuses  on  the  investigation  of  principles  to  control  the  
evaporation of a liquid in microchannels.  It will serve as an argument and design 
basis for a broad range of micro thermal systems with phase change, or Power MEMS, 
for chip cooling and micro power generation, which are however beyond the scope of 
this thesis. 
 
1.7 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 1 has provided a background on the proposed microchannel 
evaporator as well as a review of the pertinent literature and the underlying 
motivations of this work. 
 
Chapter 2 will present the microchannel evaporator principles and modeling. 
The mechanisms to stabilize the flow that were briefly introduced in the previous 
section will be further described and studied analytically. The design of the two 
regions of the microchannel evaporator, the preheating region and the evaporation 






Chapter 3 will  present  the  design  and  fabrication  of  the  microchannel  
evaporator.  The  design  of  the  experimental/test  chip  will  be  presented.  First,  the  
conjugate heat transfer through the three layer chip design will be demonstrated 
computationally.  The fabrication of the microchannel evaporators will then be 
introduced. This fabrication consists of the channel geometry designs, the process 
flow, and fabrication results.  
 
Chapter 4 will present the experimental set-up. Three different test 
configurations will be introduced and the overall experimental set-up with all the 
necessary equipment will be presented. 
  
Chapter 5 will present the experimental characterization of the microchannel 
evaporator. The temperature gradient across the microchannel will be observed and 
capillarity in the designed complex microchannels will be studied experimentally. 
Results will be presented both qualitatively in the form of pictures and quantitatively 
as parameterized. Impact of temperature gradient and the meniscus/surface tension 
forces will be discussed. The experimental results of evaporation and boiling will be 
compared. 
 
Chapter 6 will  summarize  the  work  done  and  the  contributions,  as  well  as  






2 Microchannel Evaporator Principles 
and Modeling 
 
In this chapter, the design principles of a microchannel evaporator are given 
and the modeling of microchannels is developed. The two mechanisms to stabilize a 
meniscus at a prescribed location will be introduced. These two principles, 
temperature gradient across the channel walls and the meniscus/surface tension forces 
will be studied in detail. Accordingly, the modeling of the two regions, the preheating 
region and the evaporation region of the microchannels will be presented. 
The work in this chapter has partly been presented and published at the 2009 
ASME Congress in Orlando, Florida [34]. 
 
2.1 Principles 
Previous investigations of microscale two-phase flow have mostly focused on 
straight, uniform cross-section area microchannels with uniform heat supplies. They 
have identified multiple undesirable phenomena, such as bubble formations, flow 
oscillations, and incomplete vaporization of the exiting fluid. 
The objective of this work is to avoid these undesirable phenomena. In order 
to avoid the bubbles exiting the microchannel evaporator, the objective is to fix the 
onset of the phase change at a prescribed location. A three layer microchannel is 





mechanisms and the approach to the design principles of the microchannel evaporator 











Figure 2-1 Three layer Device 
 
 
2.2 Temperature Gradient 
The first of the stabilizing mechanisms is to get a temperature gradient along 
the channel to separate the room temperature inlet fluid from the steam exit flow. To 
achieve this, heat is applied to the microchannel from the fluid exit end of the chip 
and it is fabricated with significant thermal resistance between the inlet and exit ends.  
To force the heat to conduct along the channel walls, the device consists of a silicon 
wafer caped by glass wafers above and below it.  The top and the bottom layers of the 
microchannel therefore act as insulating layers, given the low thermal conductivity of 
















temperature gradient is most desirable. The device schematic and the thermal 
resistance of one of the designs can be seen in Figure 2-2. 
 
     (a)Three-layer device                                         (b) Top view of channel walls 
 
Figure 2-2 Device configuration showing the microchannel caped by glass wafers 






Figure 2-3 Thermal resistance across the silicon layer. Higher thermal resistance with 
thin walls and lower with thicker walls.  
 
 
The fabrication criterion in this work is to have long microchannels with high 
aspect ratio. A microchannel of 4 mm length with thin walls 20 µm wide is 
mechanically not robust and difficult to deep etch. So, a proposed approach is to 
alternate thin (20 µm) and thick wall (200 µm) regions to make it mechanically 
stronger  and  alleviate  some  fabrication  challenges  (to  be  discussed  in  3.4).  The  













resistance necessary to create a significant temperature gradient (50-600C) along the 
channel. Simplified model of the thermal resistance created in the silicon layer can be 
seen in Figure 2-3. More specifically, the overall conduction resistance of the wall 
can be expressed as: 
 ( )conduction thin thickR N R R= +å  (2.1) 
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where R  is the resistance, L  is the length and A is the area, with , thermal 
conductivity for silicon given as, 150 /sik W mK= and N as the number of expansions, 
20 in this study, the total conductive thermal resistance is calculated 





D= å  (2.3) 
For the temperature difference across the channel to be around 500C, with the 
calculated total conduction resistance, the heat that will go to conduction is calculated 
to be conductionq = 0.02W. This value is very easy to supply and the temperature 





A more complex finite element analysis using a commercial solver (COMSOL) 
was  also  carried  out  for  this  channel  design  and  shows  very  similar  results.  The  
details to this analysis will be given in the following chapter (Chap. 3), which will 
also include heat loss to the flow in addition to conduction.  
The objective of this work is to evaporate from a meniscus, instead of boiling, 
where the bubbles typically form on the heated walls. Evaporation is a type of 
vaporization of a liquid that occurs only on the surface of a liquid. The other type of 
vaporization is boiling, that instead occurs on the solid-liquid interface and then must 
travel  through  the  liquid  to  reach  the  vapor  region.  For  molecules  of  a  liquid  to  
evaporate, they must be located near the surface and have sufficient kinetic energy to 
overcome liquid-phase intermolecular forces [35]. Only a small proportion of the 
molecules meet these criteria, so the rate of evaporation is limited. Whereas, when the 
liquid is near a heated (high temperature wall), the high temperature of the wall 
enables a higher rate of the breakage of the intermolecular forces in the liquid in order 
to vaporize. Since the kinetic energy of a molecule is proportional to its temperature, 
evaporation proceeds more quickly at higher temperatures. Evaporation also tends to 
proceed more quickly with higher flow rates between the gaseous and liquid phase 
and in liquids with higher vapor pressure.  
In this work, the temperature gradient created along the channel leads to a 
range of vapor pressures (Pv).   Figure 2-4 shows  vapor  pressure  of  water  as  a  
function of temperature. It can be observed that as the temperature increases, the 
corresponding vapor pressure increases dramatically. The 600C temperature 





100 kPa to 10 kPa. When there is a temperature gradient along the channel, the 
section of the channel closer to the exit of the channel will have a higher temperature 
and hence higher vapor pressure. This will enhance evaporation near the exit side and 
help keep the fluid as liquid in the upstream region. The approach proposed here of 
having a temperature gradient along the channel, with the exit being hotter than the 
inlet, is therefore expected to favor the evaporation of liquid near the exit.  In contrast 
to most two-phase flow studies in microchannels that use uniform heat flux, this 
approach should limit the formation of bubbles along the channel, unsteady pulsations,  
and  the  mixture  of  liquid  and  vapor  at  the  exit.   Capillary  effects  will  also  play  an  


















Figure 2-4 Water vapor pressure as a function of temperature 
 
2.3 Meniscus/Surface Tension Forces 
One of the characteristic features of microfluidics is the dominance of surface 
effects, capillary effects, due to the large surface to volume ratio on the micrometer 







2.3.1 Capillarity in Microchannels 
 
 Figure 2-5  Surface Forces  
 
 
Surface forces are created by surface tension. Surface forces in the x-direction are: 
 cos( ) ( )surfaceF l xg q a= ´ + ´  (2.4) 
where g is the surface tension,  a is  the  wall  angle  (wall  angle  is  0°   for  a  straight  
channel), q is  the contact angle between the fluid and the surface (< 90° for wetting 
and > 90° for dewetting).  Note that contact angle is  only a function of the fluid and 
the surface, cannot be changed without changing the either the fluid or the surface 
properties. 
For hydrophilic (wetting) surfaces, the x-component of the surface forces is in 
x direction. Therefore, water is sucked in to the microchannel without the need of an 
applied pressure.  If no additional pressure is applied on the fluid (delta pressure is 
zero), the only conservative forces are surface forces. However, in the expanding 











the wall angle is greater than 900 and hence, the x-component of the surface force is 
negative.  
 
Potential Energy and Stable Equilibrium 
 
To identify configurations that lead to a stable meniscus, it can be viewed 
from  a  potential  energy  perspective.  If  an  object  is  placed  at  rest  at  an  equilibrium  
point,  it  will  stay  there  forever  without  the  presence  of  outside  disruptions.  This  is,  
therefore, a point where the force acting on the object is zero. This point also 




Figure 2-6: Potential energy curve 
 
 
If a marble is placed on the right of the curve, it will start moving towards the 
minimum, transferring potential energy to kinetic energy. Since energy is conserved, 
the maximum potential energy is when the kinetic energy is zero. This minimum is 





To get this cup-shaped curve (Figure 2-6), the slope of potential energy along 
the microchannel, which is the conservative forces, must change sign from negative 
to positive, that is, find  
 _( )surface app pressure
dU F x F
dx
= - -  (2.5) 
where U is the potential energy. Therefore, for the meniscus to be stable, the x-
component of the sum of surface and applied-pressure forces must start as positive 
and then change direction to negative x direction. 
Stability discussion can be made for four different scenarios, based on the 
surface treatment and the geometry. The last 3 scenarios can be found in detail in the 
Appendix.  
 
1. Wetting and expansion: where the fluid has a contact angle with the 
surface less than 900 and the wall angle is between 00 and 900. 
2. Wetting and contraction: where the fluid has a contact angle with the 
surface less than 900 and the wall angle is between 00 and -900. 
3. Dewetting and expansion: where the fluid has a contact angle with the 
surface greater than 900 and the wall angle is between 00 and 900. 
4. Dewetting  and  contraction:  where  the  fluid  has  a  contact  angle  with  the  






Figure 2-7 Behavior of wetting meniscus with different wall angles 
 
In a wetting-expansion scenario, for a straight channel, the x-component of 
the surface forces is in the positive direction. However, in the expanding region, the 
wall  angle can be increased in a way that the sum of the contact angle and the wall  
angle is greater than 900 and hence, the x-component of the surface force is negative 
(Figure 2-7).  
X-component of the surface forces along the different regions of the channel 
can be defined as in Equations (2.6-2.8) for the different regions along the channel, 
where h1 and h2 are the width of the channel at narrow and wide region, respectively 
and d is the depth of the channel: 
Narrow Region       
 ( ) 1cos( ) 2( )surface xF h dg q= ´ ´ +  (2.6) 
Wide Region           














 ( ) [ ]cos( ) 2 ( , )surface xF h x dg q a a= ´ + ´ +  (2.8) 
Another important point that should be mentioned is that the wall angle only 
affects  the  sidewalls  of  the  channel.  The  top  surface  of  the  channel  (which  is  glass  
and has a small contact angle, therefore large surface force), and the bottom surface 
(silicon) remain unaffected and positive. Thus, the dimensions of the sidewalls should 
be selected in a way that the surface forces acting on them are dominant. For this case, 
h1= 50mm, h2= 80mm & 274mm, d= 300mm. 
In Figure 2-8 surface forces are plotted as a function of meniscus location 
along the channel using the equations and the dimension given. It can be observed, 
when the meniscus reaches the expansion region, the direction of the surface forces 
change dramatically. The difference in change of the surface forces for two wall 
angles, 26.50 and 750 should be noted. The force makes a more dramatic change for 








Figure 2-8 Surface forces as a function of meniscus location 
 
 
Figure 2-9 Potential energy vs. meniscus location (wetting with expansion)  
 






In Figure 2-9, potential energy along the channel is plotted as a function of 
the meniscus location along the channel. It can be observed that the potential energy 
curve makes a cup shape, stable equilibrium region, at the expansion region, where 
the x-component of the surface forces changes sign. It can be noted the stability zone 
is relatively narrow, limited to the expansion region. In addition, the cup shape is 
more apparent for the greater wall angle. 
 
 
2.4 Convective Heat Transfer Analysis 
In a micro-evaporator, the room temperature inlet liquid needs to be heated to 
the evaporation temperature, through convection, hence there is a need for a pre-
heating zone. While calculating the length necessary for the pre-heating zone, thermal 
entry length needs to be calculated first. Another important point that needs attention 
is for the temperature to reach a uniform distribution along the channel height. This 
would help a uniform evaporation from the liquid surface. Once the temperature 
distribution inside the channel is uniform along the height of the channel, then the 
evaporation zone begins. In this section, the design of a preheating and the 
evaporation regions of a general micro-evaporator will be presented. 
 
2.4.1 Preheating Region 
The preheating region of a micro-evaporator described above is assumed to 
reach a uniform wall temperature, 500C. Length needed to achieve uniform 
temperature distribution can be calculated as follows: 
For laminar flow thermal entry length is given [36]: 
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where xfd,th  is the thermal entry length,  Re is the Reynolds number, Pr is the Prandtl 
Number, Dh is the hydraulic diameter, P is the perimeter, Cp is the specific heat  and 
µ is the dynamic viscosity and mass flow rate is assumed as 72.4 10 /m kg s-= ´&  and 
the perimeter and the hydraulic diameter of the preheating region, respectively, is 
assumed to be 640P mm=  and 40hD mm= . Also, 4200 /pc J kgK= , 
0.6 /k W mK=  
The thermal entry length is calculated to be , 20fd thx mm= .  
There is also an additional length needed for the temperature to be uniform 
along  the  height  of  the  channel.  For  convenience,  the  channel  is  assumed  to  be  
circular  at  this  point.  For  a  laminar  flow in  a  circular  tube,  at  any  point  in  the  tube  
boundary layer approximations are assumed to be applicable, and for the constant 
properties, the energy equation takes the following form (assuming flow only x 
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Using the velocity profile and the temperature gradient (constant surface 
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This problem has been solved by Bhatti [37] as reported by Kakac et. al. [38]. 
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The temperature is plotted as a function of radius Figure 2-10. 
 







The same analysis is carried out using COMSOL. All the properties (wall 
temperature, inlet temperature etc.) were kept the same. The boundary condition is 
assumed to be at constant temperature, since this region is etched in a very thick 
walled silicon material, which is thermally very conductive. The temperature 
distribution is given in the following figure: 
 
 
Figure 2-11 Temperature distribution inside a channel 
 
 
It can be seen in Figure 2-11 that although the temperature profile starts non-
uniform, it becomes uniform when x = 500mm is reached. Therefore, with the thermal 
entry length taken into consideration, pre-heating region needs to satisfy the 
following: 







2.4.2 Evaporation Region 
The second region accomplishes converting the water to steam.  Due to two-
phase flow in microchannels, the study of this region will be performed analytically 
and experimentally.  In this section, the design approach of the evaporation region 
will be introduced.   
The first step when studying heat transfer due to convection is determining the 
heat transfer coefficient.  The heat transfer coefficient is expected to vary 
tremendously  as  water  changes  to  steam.   The  second region  consists  of  converting  
the water to steam, or two-phase flow. Most likely, there will not be one specific 
point where two-phase flow ends and fully evaporated steam begins, but dividing the 
channels into regions makes the analysis easier.  It is known that water will have a 
higher heat transfer coefficient than steam.  During two-phase, the heat transfer will 








Figure 2-12 Heat transfer as a function of temperature in two-phase flow [39] 
 
 
Boundary conditions that will be used in the design of the evaporation region 
mimic this dramatic increase and match the value calculated by the phase 
change fgq mh hA T= = D& . In this equation, A is the wetted area that is a function of 
the length of the channel. The delta temperature is the temperature difference between 
the  wall  and  the  fluid,  where  the  fluid  temperature  is  a  function  of  the  inlet  
temperature and the length of the channel, x, and the wall temperature is the unknown 
to be obtained as calculated by the conjugate heat transfer analysis in COMSOL.  The 
heat transfer coefficient, h,  is  an  equation  which  is  a  function  of  the  length  of  the  
channel, fitted to the curve shown in Figure 2-12. As mentioned earlier, the area 
under the curve of the equation will give hA and coupled by ΔT, the value should 





 The result of the computational analysis will be given in the next Chapter 3, 
after the fabrication is introduced. The experimental analysis results will be 
demonstrated in the experimental result Chapter 5. 
 
2.5 Summary and Conclusion of the Chapter 
The  two  design  principles  of  a  microchannel  evaporator  to  stabilize  a  
meniscus at a prescribed location have been developed.  
The microchannels have been designed with thin walls that are connected to 
each other by thicker walls to try to separate the inlet room temperature fluid from 
exiting evaporating fluid. A sustainable thermal resistance is created across the 
channel to maximize the temperature difference through the shaped part of the 
channels, to have more options for stable meniscus locations.  
Based on a simplified model of the thermal resistance along the microchannel, 
it appear possible to create a sufficient thermal resistance using silicon as a structural 
material even though it has a relatively high thermal conductivity.. In order to create a 
temperature gradient across the channel around 50-600C, an overall thermal resistance 
across the channel must be around 3500 K/W. A microchannel of 4 mm length with 
thin walls at 20 µm thick and thicker walls at 200µm thick would give the necessary 
thermal resistance across the channel. 
The second principle is to use surface tension forces can be used to change 
shape of the meniscus to make it easier to stabilize at a prescribed location. In a 
wetting-expansion scenario, for a straight channel, the x-component of the surface 





region, the wall angle can be increased so that the sum of the contact angle and the 
wall angle is greater than 900 and hence, the x-component of the surface force is 
negative, changing shape and making it easier to stabilize the meniscus at the 
expansion also with the help of the temperature gradient principle described above. 
In the “Convective Heat Transfer Analysis” section, the necessary length for 
the preheating region, to be both fully developed and the temperature distribution to 
be uniform has been computationally calculated. For the evaporation region, the 
approach to analyze the heat transfer coefficient has been briefly discussed and 
further investigations will be demonstrated in the following chapter 3. 
The two principles, temperature gradient and meniscus/surface tension forces, 
have been analytically shown to be promising to stabilize a meniscus at a prescribed 
location to separate liquid from vapor. The detailed design and analysis of a 






3 Design and Fabrication of Micro-
Evaporators 
 
In this chapter, design of the micro-evaporator is presented using the design 
principles developed in Chapter 2. The first section will discuss the micro-evaporator 
that can be installed in a Micro-Rankine Cycle. This section includes the detailed 
descriptions of all the regions and COMSOL analysis for temperature distribution. It 
will be followed by the design of the experimental chip consisting of three layers, 
where the COMSOL analysis will also be presented. The fabrication section will 
present the process flow and the channel geometry design.  
 
3.1 Design of the Rankine Cycle Evaporator  
Micro-evaporators are also used in microsystems requiring phase change, with 
a stable flow of completely evaporated or completely condensed fluid. The evaporator 
in this Rankine Cycle must provide a constant flow of superheated steam, without 
flow pulsations, bubbles, or burn-out regions. These undesirable occurrences not only 
would lower the efficiency of the evaporator but also would damage the turbine 
blades. 
For the component design studies presented by Fréchette et. al. [5], a nominal 
mass flow rate of 24 mg/s and a chip size of 1cm2 were chosen, for external heat 
transfer considerations in the condenser side.  The parameters are for a pump exit 





temperature Tmin=10°C.   It  should  also  be  noted  that  in  the  final  Rankine  cycle,  the  
number of channels are assumed to be around 100. Therefore, in the test set-up mass 
flow rate (and other corresponding specifications) is divided by 100.  A single 
channel of the Rankine Cycle evaporator can be separated in 3 regions: 
· Pre-heating zone: where the cold water enters the channel, temperature 
increases along the zone and approaches the evaporation temperature. 
· Evaporation zone: where the evaporation occurs at almost constant temperature. 
· Superheating zone: evaporated vapor is heated up to the desired superheat 
temperature. 
    Vapor  at  the  outlet  of  the  microchannel  has  to  be  at  a  high  superheating  
temperature whereas water entering the channel (preheating zone) needs to heat up 
along the region but preferably not evaporate to prevent unsteady flow.  
 
Preheating Region: 
Thermal entry length of the preheating region can be calculated as follows: 
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Mass flow rate is assumed as 72.4 10 /m kg s-= ´&  and the perimeter and the 
hydraulic diameter of the preheating region, respectively, is assumed to be 





The thermal entry length is calculated to be , 20fd thx mm= . The additional length 
needed for the temperature to be uniform was calculated in 2.4.1, which is 500addx mm> . 
As a result: 
à 600phL mm³  
 
Evaporation Region: 
The evaporation region accomplishes converting the water to steam.  A 
proposed approach is to alternate thin (20 µm) and thick wall (200 µm) regions in the 
evaporation zone to make it mechanically stronger and alleviate some fabrication 
challenges will be given in 3.4. In addition, the calculation of an overall thermal 
resistance across the channel was presented. In order to have a significant temperature 
gradient (50-600C) along the evaporation zone with the shown thermal resistance an 
evaporation length of 2.5 mm is necessary. This length takes into account the thin and 
thick wall lengths along the x axis and also the number of expansion regions. 
à 2.5evapL mm³  
A more detailed description of this zone can be found below, in COMSOL analysis, 





This  zone  will  also  act  as  an  insulation  layer.  The  pre-heating  and  





temperature, 1480C, slightly less than the operating pressure's (500 kPa) saturation 
temperature, and 4000C, superheating temperature, respectively. An addition of a 
thick glass layer between the two silicon layers (1st preheating and evaporation, 2nd 
superheating), would act as the transition layer to minimize the heat addition from the 
superheating region to the preheating region. Then, the transition layer must satisfy a 
2500 temperature difference.  Like the top and the bottom glass layers, a 500 µm thick 
glass wafer will be used as the transition layer. The results of this layer can be seen in 
the COMSOL analysis, Figure 3-3. 
Consequently: 
à 500transitionL mm=  
 
Superheating Region: 
Heat input necessary to superheat can be written in two ways where Nu is the 
Nusselt number: 
 ( )p o iq mc T T= -&  (2.18) 
 lmq h DL Tp= D  (2.19) 
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-´=& , 0400oT C= , 0152iT C= , 3960 /pc J kgK= , 
0.06 /k W mK= , and , 3.66Nu =  , 030lmTD = . 





This length can only be accommodated if the channel dimensions were 
reduced to get a greater heat transfer coefficient or the layout of the superheating 
channel can be in serpentine shape to reduce the footprint.  If the superheating 
temperature is decreased to 0200oT C= . And the superheating zone's length 
decreases to: 
à 2.2SHL mm=  
The final proposition of the Rankine cycle micro-evaporator can be seen in 
Figure 3-1. The preheating region and the start of the evaporation region with shaped 
channels will be etched in silicon layer. The transition layer will be in the thick 








Figure 3-1 Cross Section of a Rankine Cycle Micro-Evaporator with superheater. 
  
 
The channel is etched all the way, therefore depth is 300mm. For the side 
walls to be dominant: a>600, h2<200mm. Boundary Conditions can be found in Table 
3-1. The heat added to channels in three zones are calculated by thermodynamic 
analysis, lmq m h hA T= D = D& , and the boundary conditions are decided based on 
calculated values. External boundary condition is taken as free convection with 
ambient air. The length of the device in the x direction is 5mm and the width in the z 
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Table 3-1 Boundary Conditions used in COMSOL  
 
*Boundary condition input in evaporation zone mimics that dramatic increase in and 
matches the calculated value by thermo analysis two-phase; the heat transfer will 
increase dramatically as shown in Figure 2-12. fgq mh hA T= = D& . The boundary 
conditions for this region were explained in detail in 2.4.2. 
The  walls  of  the  expanding  regions  are  kept  thin  to  increase  the  temperature  
difference across these regions. The walls of the straight zones are kept thick to 
minimize the temperature difference from start to end at those regions. The reason for 
trying to maximize the temperature difference through expansions is to have more 
options for stable locations for the meniscus. The schematic of the evaporation zone 
can be seen in Figure 3-2.  Since  in  COMSOL only conjugate heat transfer is 





meshing process). The expansion regions (with thin walls) are kept straight to make 
the analysis easier. The actual device will have the expansions. 
 
Figure 3-2 Evaporation Zone with thin and thick walls. 
 
 
The output of COMSOL analysis can be found in Figure 3-3 and Table 3-2. 
It can be seen from Table 3-2 that the majority of the heat input goes to the 
evaporation (phase-change) as expected. The temperature difference along the 
preheating and superheating regions is not very significant. The temperature 
difference along the evaporation zone is 600, with the multiple expansions (potential 
stable locations). It should also be noted that the heat input that does not go to the 







Figure 3-3 Temperature Distribution Results-COMSOL  
 
 
 Heat (W) Tmin (0C) Tmax (0C) 
Heat Input 1   




evaporation 0.42 90 154 





Table 3-2 Heat and Temperature Distribution Results – COMSOL  
 
 
3.2 Design of the Experimental Chip 
The experimental  portion  of  this  thesis  will  focus  on  the  evaporation  part  of  





atmospheric; hence the exit of the micro-evaporator will be open to the atmosphere. 
Increased operating pressures and superheating will be suggested as future work. 
 
3.2.1 Three Layer Chip Design for Study of Two-Phase Flow 
In this work, instead of studying the Rankine Cycle Evaporator, the main 
focus is a 3 layer evaporator that has the preheating and the evaporation regions. 
  Flow at the outlet of the microchannel has to be fully evaporated, without the 
presence of bubbles, droplets, or undesirable flow oscillations. Water entering the 
channel (preheating zone) will be at ambient temperature and warm up along the 
region. The evaporation zone will consist of a microchannel with expansions and thin 
walls implemented in a silicon layer to investigate the temperature gradient and 
capillarity approaches proposed in the thesis to achieve fully evaporated stable flow. 
The top and the bottom of the silicon layer are covered with glass layers to thermally 
insulate the microchannel from the surroundings.  
As presented in the previous section, the evaporation channel will consist of a 
series of expansions distributed along the length of the channel. Since the wall 
temperature will vary along the channel, this configuration will provide multiple wall 
conditions, or locations, for the evaporating meniscus to stabilize.   
 As mentioned earlier, in a wetting-expansion scenario, for a straight channel, 
the x component of the surface forces is in the positive direction. However, in the 
expanding region, the wall angle can be increased in a way that the sum of the contact 
angle and the wall angle is greater than 900 and hence, the x component of the surface 





Another important point that should be mentioned is that the wall angle only 
affects the side walls of the channel. The top and the bottom surfaces of the channel 
are glass and have a small contact angle, therefore large surface tension force. Thus, 
the dimensions of the sidewalls should be selected in a way that the surface tension 
forces acting on them are dominant. Also the wide region (h2) should be limited in a 
way that sidewalls are still dominant (Figure 3-4). 
 
Figure 3-4 Wetting expansion channel 
 
The channel is etched all the way through the silicon wafer, therefore 
w=300mm. For the side walls (d) to be dominant: a>600, h2<200mm. 
 
3.2.2 Channel Geometry Design 
Channel geometry design C and dimension can be found in Figure 3-5. The 
shaped channels consist of expansion and narrow/connecting regions. The total length 
of the shaped channels in x direction is 4 mm. with a total of 20 expansion regions. It 















Figure 3-5 Shaped channel dimensions 
 
The reason for having multiple expansions is to have a range of operations. 
With different flow supply rates and/or heat supply rates, the meniscus is expected to 
stabilize at different expansion regions. 
Below, different dimension of the channel designs that will be used the the 
experiments can be found.  
Having  channels  with  different  wall  angles  and  different  wall  thickness  will  
enable to have comparative experimental analysis to see the affects of wall angles 
(surface forces) and boundary conditions (wall temperature distributions). 
 








Figure 3-6 Different channel design dimensions Channel B, Channel C, Channel E 
and Channel G from top to bottom. 
 
3.3 Conjugate Heat Transfer 
In order to figure out the temperature distribution throughout the test device 
conjugate heat transfer analysis was done. The cross section of the three layer design 
and the schematic of the evaporation zone can be seen in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8, 
respectively. Since in COMSOL only conjugate heat transfer is analyzed, there is no 
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need  to  do  all  the  expansions  (which  will  complicate  the  meshing  process).  The  
expansion regions (with thin walls) are kept straight to make the analysis easier. The 
actual device will have the expansions. 
 
 
Figure 3-7 Cross Section of the 3 layer Micro-Evaporator 
 





















In the analysis, heat applied to the device is ph evQ Q Q= + , for 100kPa as the 
operating pressure. The heat added to channels in three zones are calculated by 
thermodynamic analysis, lmq m h hA T= D = D&  and the boundary conditions are 
decided based on calculated values. External boundary condition is taken as free 
convection with ambient air. Please note that, the o-rings were also taken into account 
and the properties were given by the manufacturer. By taking the o-rings into 
consideration, the heat loss from the chip to the o-rings and from the o-rings to the 
ambient was included into the analysis. The boundary conditions can be found below, 
Table 3-3. 
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Table 3-3 Boundary conditions 
 
*During two-phase, the heat transfer will increase dramatically as shown in Figure 
2-12. Boundary condition input in evaporation zone mimics that dramatic increase 
and matches the calculated value by thermo analysis fgq mh= & . The boundary 






The output of the COMSOL analysis can be found in Figure 3-9 and Table 
3-4. It can be seen that the majority of the heat input goes to the evaporation (phase-
change) as expected. The temperature difference along the preheating region is not 
very significant. The temperature difference along the evaporation zone is 700, with 
the multiple expansions (potential stable locations). The main temperature difference 
along the whole test chip is in the x direction, since the heat input is from the exit side 
and also the length of the chip along the x axis gives it a fin like behavior. It should 
also be noted that the heat input that does not go to the fluid is lost by conduction 
through the device and convection to the ambient. 
 









 Heat (W) Tmin (0C) Tmax (0C) 
Heat Input 1.7   




evaporation 0.77 70 114.5 
 




To experimentally validate the modeling procedure, the microchannels have 
been built using MEMS manufacturing techniques. The fabrication of three layer 
evaporator is presented in this section. 
 
3.4.1 Process Flow  
The complete device is composed of the three layers illustrated in Figure 3-10: 
two Borofloat 33 glass wafers and one silicon wafer. The glass wafers are 500um 
thick, and the silicon wafer is 300 um thick. The glass wafers were machined by 
powder blasting. The hole entry diameter is 600 um and exit diameter is 275 um. On 
the silicon wafer, the channels are patterned and etched using deep reactive ion 






Figure 3-10 Exploded view of three layer design 
 
The complete process flow is presented in Figure 3-13. In order to 
mechanically support the thin silicon channels during their fabrication, the machined 
glass layer C and silicon wafer B are first anodically bonded. The bonded 2-layer 
wafer stack is etched with DRIE through the silicon wafer.  To complete the device, 
the stack is then anodically bonded to the machined top glass layer A.  This 
fabrication approach leads to a well-insulated silicon microchannel with the ability to 
make complex geometries using DRIE and providing visual access.  
During the etching, two roadblocks were encountered.  The first challenge 
arises since the silicon layer should be etched all the way to the bottom glass wafer. 
Because of the nature of the DRIE process, charging occurred once the bottom glass 
layer was reached, which caused underetching and holes on the walls of some of the 
designs. This roadblock was eliminated by switching to a low frequency recipe near 
















etching SOI wafers. The second roadblock was to prevent a negative taper during 
the deep etch, which would reduce the wall thickness and could lead to lateral 
undercutting Figure 3-11 (a)-(b). To minimize the negative taper, pressure control 
valve opening and platen power values were changed during the etch process. In 
addition, the thicker walls that connect the thinner walls to each other also reduce the 
negative taper. The lateral undercutting is more significant in the channel design 










Figure 3-11 (a) SEM image of the negative taper of the walls (b) SEM image 
of the notching on the bottom of the thin walls (c) SEM image – thin walls 








The most promising results were achieved when a recipe with the following 
parameters is used: 
For Deep etching: 
· Manual valve position = 82% 
· Plate power (Pp) during etch = 18W 
· C4F8= 85 sccm (passivation), SF6 = 150 sccm (etching) 
· Time (etching) = 13sec, Time (passivation) = 7 sec 
· After 250 mm: 
· Manual valve position = 82% 
· Plate power (Pp) during etch = 12W 
· C4F8= 120 sccm (passivation), SF6 = 100 sccm (etching) 
· Time (etching) = 7.8sec, Time (passivation) = 7 sec 
Although different recipes are used to minimize these roadblocks, an adequate 
taper could not be achieved for all designs, leading to holes on the walls of some 
microchannels.  These holes were filled with epoxy to stop the leakage. Such 
intervention is expected to affect the performance only slightly given the low thermal 
conductivity of epoxy. In addition, to minimize the notching at the bottom of the thin 







Figure 3-12 SEM image – Results of DRIE with Si on the bottom 
 






Figure 3-13 Process Flow 
 
500 mm-thick bottom glass wafer B
Drilled by powderblasting.
1. Anodicallay bond Silicon wafer to 
drilled glass wafer using backside 
alingment
2. Spin Photoresist (PR) on the Silicon 
side of the wafer
3. Expose PR through mask using 
backside alignment
4. Develop PR
5. Deep Reactive Ion Etch (DRIE)
500 mm-thick top glass wafer A
Drilled by powderblasting.
6. Anodically bond Glass-Si sample to 
drilled Pyrex wafer using backside 
alignment







The SEM images of the successful fabricated channel design C can be seen in 
Figure 3-14. In the SEM images, the bottom glass layer is anodically bonded to the 
silicon layer, the top glass layer has not been bonded yet. 
 








Figure 3-14 SEM pictures of the deep etched microchannels 
 
3.5 Summary and Conclusions of the Chapter 
This chapter presented the design of micro-evaporators that implement the 
temperature gradient and capillary approaches introduced earlier.  The key 
dimensions were defined using analytical heat transfer relations, and numerical finite 
element modeling of conjugate heat transfer was then used to validate the temperature 
profiles and heat rates. Two devices are considered: 1) a 5 layer micro-evaporator that 
includes pre-heating, evaporation, and superheating zones, adapted for the 
requirements of the Rankine Microturbine application, and 2) a 3 layer micro-
evaporator without the superheating zone that is adapted for the experimental studies 
of two-phase flow in the complex shaped channels.  A process flow using standard 
microfabrication techniques is presented and implemented to create a 3 layer micro-
evaporator that will be used in the following chapters.    
Conclusions for the 5 layer micro-evaporator design: By using standard heat 





of preheating region is greater than or equal to 600 mm,  length of evaporation region 
is greater than or equal to 700 mm,  length  of  superheating  region  is  greater  than  or  
equal to 2.2 mm. These results suggests that it would not be possible to fit 100 such 
channels  on  a  1  cm2 area, as initially desired for the Micro Rankine application. 
Further study of a single channel is therefore worthwhile to better understand the flow 
and heat transfer behavior in order to eventually reduce the scale.   
To evaluate the viability of the device configuration (with thin walls and 
insulating glass layers) to create a large temperature gradient along the channel, a 
conjugate heat transfer analysis was carried out across the Rankine cycle micro-
evaporator. For the pre-heating and superheating regions, standard boundary 
conditions were applied. For the evaporation region, MATLAB analysis was done to 
find an exponential function to mimic the phase change. The achieved temperature 
distribution result from COMSOL analysis exhibit the large temperature difference 
and was in agreement with the analytical predictions. 
Conclusions for the 3 layer micro-evaporator design: A simpler micro-
evaporator was designed that does not include the superheating zone, aimed for two-
phase flow studies.  Similar conjugate heat transfer analysis has been carried out for 
the 3-layer micro-evaporator, also confirming the designed temperature gradient 
along the channel.  
The test devices include shaped channels that consist of expansions and 
narrow/connecting regions. The total length of the shaped channels is 4 mm. with a 
total of 20 expansion regions. The multiple expansions are expected to allow the 





corresponding to a broad range of operation. A process flow has been developed for 
the microfabrication of the 3-layer micro-evaporator that includes the use of glass 
wafers bonded to silicon during the microchannel fabrication. This fabrication 
approach leads to a well insulated silicon microchannel with the ability to make 
complex and fragile silicon structures using DRIE, and provides visual access for 
flow observation.   
Test devices with thin wall channels and shaped geometries have been 
successfully microfabricated. A description of the experimental test set-up and an 








4 Experimental Set-Up 
 
4.1 Test Rig Description and Experimental Apparatus 
The experimental set-up will be described in the next two sections. The first 
section is the test-rig description, in which all three of the test-rigs will be presented 
and all the equipment used in the experiments will be introduced. In the second 
section, characterization of the experimental set-up will be presented, where step-by-
step experimental procedure will be established. 
 
4.1.1 Test-Rig Description 
The goal for this experimental study is to investigate phase change in shaped 
microchannels. This investigation will be done both qualitatively and quantitatively. 
The quantitative part will be accomplished by measuring the flow supply, heat supply 
and the temperature distribution across the channel walls. The qualitatively part will 
be accomplished by observing the evaporation from a meniscus from the top glass 
layer.  
The flow supply to the microchannels is controlled by a syringe pump, where 
the supply rate can be set manually. Throughout the experiments three different heat 
supply methods will be used, which will be controlled by different types of heaters.  
The channel temperature is measured at various locations by thermocouples. As far as 
the qualitative part of the experiments is concerned, the main concern is the visibility 





the channel. Visibility is important in order to understand the behavior of the two-
phase flow. Consequently, the test package is designed in a way to minimize the 
blockage of visibility. Therefore the view to the inlet of the channel should be 
blocked as minimally as possible.  For the exit connection, the main concern is the 
temperature of the steam that exits the test device. The test package is designed in a 
way to maximize the operating temperature at the exit region. Therefore, both the 
package and the accessories should be able to withstand the exit steam properties. 
To minimize the restrictions for the observation of the fluid evaporation, in all 
of the experimental set-ups the fluid is connected to the inlet of the channel by 
microfilm, a non-metallic syringe needle without the need for o-rings. View is not an 
issue when it comes to the vapor exit. Therefore, the package will have necessary 
places for the high temperature sustainable o-rings, and the vapor will be collected 
from the side of the package. Heat supply to the test chip will be done in two different 
methods; uniform heat supply; where the test-rig is placed on a hot plate for uniform 
heat distribution and side heating; where the heat is supplied from the exit end of the 
chip to create a temperature gradient across the microchannel.  Therefore, three 
different test-rigs were used in different experiments.  
Test set-up #1: During the experiments where uniform heat supply is needed, 
the test chip is sandwiched between two aluminum pieces and this set-up is placed on 
a hot plate to ensure the heat supply is distributed uniformly.  
Test set-up #2: During the experiments where a temperature gradient is 
needed, the test chip is sandwiched between two Plexiglas pieces, and o-rings were 





using a cartridge heater. Temperature of the walls of the channel at different locations 
is measured using thermocouples. This experimental set-up is shown in Figure 4-1. 
 
 










Plexiglas mount piece for the test set-up
Plexiglas bottom piece with vapor exit hole
3-layer test chip 
Plexiglas top piece
Metal block housing for cartridge heater






In the experiment where the characterization of temperature gradient across 
the channel is done, a different set-up is used. In this experiment, a low supply heat 
was sufficient, therefore a resistive heater is used and heat was supplied from the exit 
side. The package was machined from aluminum. Also, o-rings were used to secure 
the heater and the chip in the package Figure 4-2. Temperature of the walls of the 
channel at different locations is measured using thermocouples. 
 
Figure 4-2 Test Set-Up Design #3, resistive heater 
 
Although the fluid connections (inlet and outlet) are very similar in all three 






Aluminum mount piece for the test set-up
Aluminum bottom piece with vapor exit hole
3-layer test chip 
Resistive Heater





between Test Set-Up #1 and #2 is clear. Supplying heat uniformly from the bottom of 
the test-set up (#1) versus heat supply from the exit side is to create and compare 
different boundary conditions during experiments. The difference between Test Set-
Up #2 and #3 is subtler compared to the uniform heat supply condition. Test Set-Ups 
#2 and #3 both supply heat to the chip from the exit side to create a temperature 
gradient across the walls of the microchannel.  The main difference in these two set-
ups is the heater used. In Test Set-Up #2, the heat supplied from the exit side of the 
chip, by the help of a metal block, where the cartridge heater is inserted. The 
advantage of using a cartridge heater is the range for heat supply. These types of 
heaters are very powerful for microfluidic experiments, especially for high 
temperature applications. The main drawback with the Test Set-Up is the heat loss to 
the environment from the metal block where the heater is inserted. There is not an 
easy way to calculate the actual heat supply to the chip. In Test Set-Up #3, the 
resistive heater is in direct contact with Silicon layer of the chip. Thermal grease is 
applied on top of the resistive heater to achieve a good contact and the heater is 
completely covered by the silicon layer at the exit side. The major advantage of using 
a resistive heater is since it is in direct contact with the silicon layer, the heat loss to 
the environment is minimal and the heat supply to the chip can be measured easily. 
However, resistive heaters are prone to electromigration, when high current densities 
are used. As a result, these heaters only work with low current supply, hence low 







4.1.2 Experimental Apparatus 
In  this  section,  the  equipment  that  is  used  in  all  of  the  experiments  is  
introduced Figure 4-3. 
                       
        Figure 4-3 Schematic of the Experimental Set-Up and Apparatus 
 
 
· Syringe Pump: Harvard Apparatus PHD 22/2000, have RS-232 
communications capabilities, but also are programmable directly from the 
keypad. A microliter syringe rack is also available for microliter 
applications. Remote versions are also available where the control box and 
pumping mechanism are separated by a 9.1 meter (30 foot) cable. 
Throughout the experiments, a 60 mL BD™ syringe with BD Luer-
Lok™ tip syringe is used. The flow, fed to the microchannel is at fixed 
constant flow rate, without any pulsations. The range of the flow rate is 0-
250 µL/min, with an uncertainty of <5%. 
· Heaters 
a) Resistive Heater: Heater obtained by thermal evaporation of 
gold to Pyrex samples. The process flow is as follows: Apply 
thick photoresist (AZ-4620) and expose through mask and 













Pyrex piece. Then evaporate 1 µm of gold on the whole sample. 
Remove photoresist, which will also remove the unwanted gold 
that covers the parts other than the serpentine. This process 
produces a resistive heater with the serpentine shape.  
 
Figure 4-4 Resistive Heater  
 
b) Cartridge Heater (CSS Omega Engineering): The cartridge 
heater used in the experiments is  made up of stainless steel.  It  
can reach temperatures up to 6500C. The diameter of the sheath 
is  3.2  mm.  Length  can  be  as  small  as  25  mm.  The  power  that  
can be generated is 15 Watts (50 Watts/in2). 
· Thermocouples (Type E Omega Engineering) these thermocouples 
have a range from -3000 to 9000C, with limits of error as follows: 1.70C or 
0.5%. 
· O-Rings (Apple Rubber): The o-rings have an inner diameter 0.064 
inches and 0.01 inch cross section. Material is Silicone with a temperature 









· Microscope: Carl Zeiss, Axiotech Vario, features a large adjustable 
specimen area and baseplate with a grid pattern of holes. Axiotech vario 
offers the option of precisely determining sizes laterally and vertically with 
the 3-axis measuring system from Carl Zeiss.  
· Camera: Lumenera Infinity 1-1, Image Sensor: 1/2Inch CMOS format, 
color or monochrome, 6.5mm x 5.3mm array, Effective Pixels: 1280 x 
1024, 5.2um square pixels, Frame Rate: 15 fps at 1280x1024, 60fps at 
640x480 and 150fps in subsampled mode, Dynamic Range >60dB. 
· Fluid Connections: Flexible Fused Silica Capillary Tubing from 
Polymicro Technologies. Dimensions are: inner diameter 50 microns and 
outer diameter 150 microns. Capillary tubing is connected to the 
microchannel, by inserting the tube to the inlet hole on the top glass layer 
and putting epoxy to secure the tube at that position. This way the 
restriction to the view is also minimized. 
 
4.2 Experiment Methodology 
There are two experimental set-ups used in the experiments that involve both 
heat and flow supply. In the first set-up the test chip is sandwiched between two 
Plexiglas structures. The bottom structure has 2 holes for o-rings, one which serves as 
the exit for the fluid. Top structure is used to secure the chip mechanically. To 
minimize the restrictions for the observation of the fluid evaporation, the fluid is 
connected to the inlet of the channel by microfilm, a non-metallic syringe needle 





is replaced with an aluminum structure which has the similar 2 holes for o-rings, one 
of which serves as the exit for the fluid. 
A metered flow rate of pressurized DI water is fed through the chip using a 
syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus PHD 22/2000), while it is heated with a cartridge 
heater (Omega Engineering) on the exit side of the three layer chip Figure 4-5. The 
temperature of the walls of the chip throughout the channel is measured using 
thermocouples. The qualitative nature of the two-phase flow along the shaped 
features  is  observed  through  the  glass  cover  wafer  by  a  microscope  (Carl  Zeiss,  
Axiotech Vario) for different flow rates and wall temperatures. All of the experiments 




Figure 4-5 Test Set-Up #2 
 
 
Test Set-Up used in the non-uniform (side) heating experiments can be seen in 
Figure 4-5. The o-rings seen in the set-up both serve as mechanical support when the 
test  chip  is  sandwiched  between  the  two  Plexiglas  pieces;  also  they  have  a  low  
Heater 











thermal conductivity, minimizing the heat loss from the chip to the package. The 
metal block serves as the heat conductor from the cartridge heater to the test chip. The 
metal block is in direct contact with the test chip, conducting the heat from the heater 
to the chip. Although, this heating method is not optimum when the heat losses to the 
environment is concerned and when the heat supply rate to the experiment is 
necessary, in this thesis; the aim is to measure the wall temperature. Therefore, in this 












5 Experimental Characterization of 
the Microchannel Evaporator 
 
Microchannels presented in this thesis are designed such that the onset of 
boiling will be fixed at a prescribed location along the shaped microchannel as the 
liquid vaporizes. The design principles applied in order to achieve evaporation from a 
meniscus without the presence of the bubbles are presented in 2 as: 
· Temperature gradients along the channel 
· Meniscus/surface tension forces 
In this chapter, the characterization of these two principles will be performed 
and the experimental results will be presented. 
 
5.1 Observation of Temperature Gradient across the 
Microchannel 
The first control mechanism is implemented in microchannel evaporators by 
shaping the microchannel with multiple expansions and contractions to create varying 
wall angles.  The temperature distribution is created by (1) heating the channel from 
one end such that the temperature will decrease as the heat conducts along the thin 
channel walls and (2) fabricating the microchannel with significant thermal resistance 
between the inlet and exit ends.  To force the heat to conduct along the channel walls, 





below it.  The top and the bottom layers of the microchannel therefore act as 
insulating layers, given the low thermal conductivity of glass.  
A test set-up is created to demonstrate experimentally the thermal analysis and 
finite element analysis that were carried out in 2.2.  The experiment set-up, Test Set-
Up #3, consists of a resistive heater to supply heat from the exit  side of the channel 
and Omega Engineering, type E thermocouples to measure the temperature.  One of 
the fabricated shaped microchannels with top and bottom bonded with glass is used in 
the experiment. The experiment was done by just heating the channel without any 
supply of fluid. The rationale for doing that is to demonstrate a temperature gradient 
across the channel just by creating a thermal resistance, even in the absence of heat 
loss to an internal flow.  
The approach to create a temperature gradient along the channel was 
successfully displayed, showing a measured temperature difference of 400C by 
applying 1.7W of heat at the exit side of the microchannel.  The measurements were 
taken by manually contacting the channel walls with a thermocouple at different 
locations along the channel, as indicated in Figure 5-1. The resulting temperature 
difference  is  consistent  both  with  the  finite  element  model  that  was  created  and  the  
thermal resistance analysis that was carried out. 
As  a  result,  even  with  a  very  low  supply  of  heat,  by  creating  a  thermal  
resistance between the inlet and the exit ends of the channel, a substantial temperature 
gradient is achieved across the silicon layer of the microchannel. This confirms the 
approach of thinning the channel walls to create a substantial thermal resistance along 











5.2 Study of Capillarity in Complex Geometries 
Experiments are carried out to observe the capillarity in complex geometries.  
As mentioned in 2.3.1, surface tension is caused by cohesion (the attraction of 
molecules to like molecules). Since the molecules on the surface of the liquid are not 
surrounded by like molecules on all sides, they are more attracted to their neighbors 
on the surface. The surface of any liquid is an interface between that liquid and some 
other medium. Surface tension is not a property of the liquid alone, but a property of 
the liquid's interface with another medium. If a liquid is in a channel, then there is an 
interface between the liquid and the walls of the channel. As a result, contact angle is 
not only affected by the fluid used, but also the surface material. 
The  motivation  to  do  these  experiments  was  to  see  if  the  behavior  of  a  





and benefit from this behavioral change. Although the behavior of the meniscus can 
be changed by coating the channel, instead of changing the wall angles, there is an 
issue with the robustness in that case. The surface is prone to contamination after 
multiple experiments, which can change the coating conditions. Also, in order to coat 
localized areas within the channel, special masking approaches would be necessary 
during  the  fabrication  step,  which  is  not  trivial.  However,  by  just  changing  the  wall  
angles along the channel, the fabrication step is reduced to one traditional mask and 
one etching step. 
Deionized water is fed through the chip using a syringe pump, with no heating. 
Water, as working fluid, in the naturally oxidized silicon microchannel is slightly 
hydrophilic (contact angle is less than 900). 
As expected, from the analysis in 2.3, deionized water behaves hydrophilic in 
the narrow straight region of the channel as seen in Figure 5-2. 
On the other hand in the expanding region, with the 1060 wall angle, the sum 
of the contact angle and the wall angle is greater than 900 and hence, the x-component 
of the surface force is negative, making the meniscus act hydrophobic as indicated by 



















Figure 5-3 With the help of the wall angles at the expansion region, meniscus 
behaves hydrophobic. The sum of contact and the wall angle is greater than 900 
therefore, (x) component of the surface forces change direction. 
 
To summarize, by changing only the wall angles of the expansion regions in a 









The next step is to use both approaches, meniscus/surface forces and 
temperature gradient, to achieve controlled evaporation from a meniscus and 
separating liquid from vapor. 
 
5.3 Results 
A metered flow rate of pressurized deionized water is fed through the chip 
using a syringe pump, while it is heated with a cartridge heater on the exit side of the 
three layer chip (test set-up #2). The qualitative nature of the two-phase flow along 
the shaped features is observed through the glass cover wafer by a microscope for 
different flow rates and wall temperatures. All of the experiments were recorded 
using a digital camera. 
 
5.3.1 Shaped Channels with Temperature Gradient 
In this section, the effect of having a temperature gradient across the walls of 
the channel and having shaped channel walls at the same time is studied. A 
temperature gradient boundary condition is achieved by using a microchannel design 
that  has  thin  walls,  with  heat  supplied  from the  exit  side  of  the  channel  at  a  rate  to  
ensure that a significant temperature gradient across the channel is achieved. 
Deionized water was supplied to the channel using the syringe pump. In order 
to achieve a temperature gradient across the channel, test set-up design #2 was heated 
from the exit side of the channel using a cartridge heater. The experiments were done 
using 3 different chips Channel C, Channel C2 and Channel E (two of them with the 





rates. The results for the first channel design, Channel C can be seen in Figure 5-4 
and Table 5-1, the second, Channel C2, in Figure 5-5 and Table 5-2, and the third, 
Channel E, in Figure 5-6 and Table 5-3. 
In the experiments presented here, the meniscus is observed to progress 
through the channel, Figure 5-4 (1-2), (from right to left in the figures), with the 
expected contact angle. When the meniscus reaches the expansion regions where the 
wall angle is greater than 900, the meniscus changes shape and acts hydrophobic, 
Figure 5-4 (3).  The  meniscus  only  stabilizes  at  a  point  in  the  expansion  region,  
stabilization point, where both the wall angle is greater than 900 and  the  wall  
temperature is adequate Figure 5-4 (4).  When  the  meniscus  is  stabilized  at  that  
location, the evaporation rate from the meniscus is equal to the constant flow rate 
supplied; this process is called a steady-state controlled evaporation. 
Operating parameters are changed by either changing the supplied flow rate or 
by changing the heat supply rate, hence the temperature distribution of the walls. The 
steady-state evaporation location, the stabilization point, changes with the changed 
parameters  as  anticipated.  The  stabilization  point  moves  downstream when the  flow 
supply rate is increased, keeping the temperature distribution the same. The 
stabilization point moves downstream when the temperature is increased, keeping the 
flow supply rate the same. 
With the non-uniform wall temperature, where a temperature difference is 
observed between the inlet and the exit ends of the microchannel, the meniscus was 
easier to control. This is done by using the surface tension forces to our benefit, by 





than 900 and the meniscus changes shape. A stable meniscus and controlled 
evaporation from this meniscus is achieved when the evaporation rate was equal to 






Figure 5-4: An experiment showing stable evaporation from the meniscus-Chip C 
(Conditions: heat supply of from the exit side, Theater=1050C; fluid is Deionized water; 
40 mL/min). Sections (1)-(2) meniscus progressing through the channel. Section (3) 
shows steady-state controlled evaporation from a meniscus. 
 






























Table 5-1: Combined results of experiments with shaped microchannels with non-
uniform wall temperature distributions-Chip C 
 
 
Flow Direction  
(Downstream) 








Figure 5-5: An experiment showing stable evaporation from the meniscus-Chip C2  
(Conditions: heat supply of from the exit side; fluid is Deionized water; 40 mL/min). 
Sections (1)-(2) meniscus progressing through the channel. Section (3) shows steady-



























   
Tmax=1200C 











Table 5-2: Combined results of experiments with shaped microchannels with non-
uniform wall temperature distributions C2 
 
 
  (1)                                               (2)                                               (3)                   
Flow Direction  







Figure 5-6: An experiment showing stable evaporation from the meniscus.  
(Conditions: heat supply of from the exit side; fluid is Deionized water; 40 mL/min). 
Sections (1)-(2) meniscus progressing through the channel. Last picture shows 







































   
Tmax=1200C 






















Table 5-3: Combined results of experiments with shaped microchannels with non-
uniform wall temperature distributions E. 
                         (1)                                                     (2)                                   








5.3.2 Parameterized Results 
The results for stable evaporation from a meniscus are parameterized as a 
function of flow rate, maximum temperature and stabilization point. The evaporation 
from a meniscus without the presence of bubbles exiting the channel is achieved in 
shaped microchannels with thin walls where the heat is supplied from the exit end. 
Heating from the exit side induces a temperature gradient along the channel walls. 
A  similar  behavior  is  observed  in  all  three  channels.  For  the  same  flow  rate  
the meniscus stabilizes further upstream when the maximum temperature of the heat 
supply is increased. This is expected since the temperature distribution of the wall is 
shifted with increased heat supply. 
Changes of the slope can be explained by the level of uncertainty. The 
uncertainty on the location of the meniscus stabilization is on the order of ±1 







Figure 5-7: Parameterized results of stable evaporation from a meniscus in Channel 
C with non-uniform wall temperature distributions. The design can be seen in (a). 
 
The two different channels with the same design have been observed to work 
with  different  flow rate  ranges.  This  may be  the  result  of  differences  resulting  from 
fabrication. Different silicon thickness left at the bottom of the channel affects the 
temperature gradient by creating a thermal short therefore, affecting the stabilization 
point versus flow rate. Another contributing factor may have been due to the amount 
of epoxy applied around the holes in the walls to prevent leakage.  
(a) Channel Design 


























Figure 5-8: Parameterized results of stable evaporation from a meniscus in Channel 
C2 with non-uniform wall temperature distributions. The design can be seen in (a). 
 
 
(a) Channel Design 
(a) Channel Design 




























Figure 5-9: Parameterized results of stable evaporation from a meniscus in Channel 
E with non-uniform wall temperature distributions. The design can be seen in (a). 
 
 
5.3.3 Characterization of the Parameterized Result 
In order to find an expression between the meniscus stability point, x, along 
the length of the channel and the flow rate, one must first determine the physical 
phenomena that control the evaporation. In this section, two main physical 
phenomena are studied to identify the limiting one: 
1.  Convection: heating of the fluid; 
(b) Stability points for corresponding flow rates 





























2. Phase change: evaporation of the fluid.  
The objective is to express the evaporation rate (which equals the supplied 
mass flow rate in steady-state operation) as a function of wall temperature.  Since the 
wall temperature varies gradually along the channel, the limiting relation should 
capture the measured meniscus position as a function of flow rate.   
 
Convection: heating of the fluid: 
The stabilization location can be limited by heat transfer, if a minimum 
distance along the channel or wall surface area is required to heat the fluid up to the 
point at which it evaporates at the feed rate.  At higher flow rates, one could expect 
that a larger temperature difference between the wall and the fluid be required for 
sufficient convective heat transfer to occur. To define if convective heat transfer 
defines the stabilization location, a comparative analysis of convection and 
conduction thermal resistances is done. If the convection resistance is larger (or of the 
same order) than the conduction resistance along the wall, then the meniscus location 
will  depend on  the  heat  transfer  coefficient,  temperatures  of  the  fluid  and  wall,  and  
surface area. On the other hand, if the convection resistance is significantly smaller 
than that of conduction along the wall, one would expect the fluid temperature to be 
close to the wall temperature.  In this case, the meniscus stabilization location would 
be defined by the wall temperature, without convective heat transfer considerations. 
The meniscus will simply position itself at a sufficiently hot wall to bring the fluid 





The thermal conduction resistance can be estimated following the analysis 
presented in Sect.  2.2: 
( )conduction thin thickR N R R= +å               (5. 1) 
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The dimensions of the silicon layer for microchannel design C are 
 
Thermal  conductivity  for  silicon  is  taken  as,  150 /sik W mK= and  N  is  the  
number of expansions, which is equal to 20 in this study. 
With the given dimensions, the total conductive thermal resistance is 
calculated as 3600 /R K W» . 








                                              
 (5. 2)
              
 
 
From the dimensions of the channel,  the area for convection, the wetted area 
where the fluid touches the channel walls, is taken as: 6 21.2 10convecA m
-= ´ .  
Uniform heat flux boundary conditions will give  for 
laminar fully developed flow. Constant surface temperature boundary conditions will 
give  for laminar fully developed flow. Hydraulic diameter (Dh) is 





 and the average k value is 0.664 W/mK. These values give an average 





= and this means that in the experiments, the 
resistance of conduction through the microchannel is more dominant than the 
convection resistance, so the fluid temperature is very close to the wall temperature. 
Therefore, even if the flow rate changes, the fluid stays close to the wall temperature. 
So, the temperature difference between the wall and the fluid doesn’t define the 
stabilization location but mostly the wall temperature itself is the defining factor. As 
expected, high wall temperature values leads to high evaporation rate, and 
consequently the meniscus would stabilize further downstream at higher flow rates, or 
further upstream at lower flow rates. This intuitive assessment will be defined 
quantitatively in the next section. 
 
Phase Change: Evaporation of the fluid: 
This section studies an approach to quantify the evaporation rate of the fluid 
in microchannels. The goal is to examine the liquid escaping to the vapor. 
Evaporation at a liquid-vapor interface can be quantified by analyzing the energy at 
the molecular level [45]. Liquid molecules can escape from liquid to the vapor at the 
interface.  This  action  depends  on  the  energy  of  the  molecule  and  the  energy  of  the  
molecule is a function of temperature. Since the molecules are in motion, the energy 
of  the  molecules  is  the  kinetic  energy,  directly  proportional  to  the  velocity  of  the  
molecules. This kinetic energy dependence is introduced by kinetic theory of gases 
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The left side of equation (5.3) is the fraction of molecules, n, with Cartesian velocities 
u,  v,  w, in the ranges u  +  du,  v  +  dv,  w  +  dw. The right hand side describes this 
distribution as a function of the mass of one molecule, m, and its absolute temperature, 
T. The Boltzmann constant, kB is defined as:  where  is the gas constant and 
NA is the Avogadro’s number. 
Next step is to determine the flux of molecules through an arbitrary plane for 
a  gas  that  has  a  Maxwell  velocity  distribution.  Motion  of  molecules  in  a  box  is  
considered, the aim is to determine the number of molecules within the box that strike 
the shaded surface S* in Figure  5-10, per unit area, per unit time. A molecule with a 
given x component of velocity u and any v and w must lie within the distance uΔt of 
the  surface  at  the  beginning  of  the  time  interval  to  pass  through  it.  The  fraction  of  
molecules having an x component of velocity between u and u + du and having any v 
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If the exponential function is multiplied by itself and then the square root is taken, the 
results will stay the same I(a): 
2 2( ) exp( ) exp( )I a ax dx ax dx= - -ò ò                          (5. 6)
              
 
 
The dummy variable y has been substituted for x in the last integral. The product of 
two integrals can be expressed as a double integral: 
2 2( ) exp( ) exp( )I a ax dx ay dy= - -ò ò                          (5. 7)
              
 
 
( )2 2( ) expI a a x y dxdyé ù= - +ë ûò ò                               (5. 8)
              
 
 
An alternative representation of the last integral can be expressed in plane polar 
coordinates  r, θ. The two coordinate systems are related by: 
o that; 
                                                            
 2 2 2r x y= +                                                               (5. 9)
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The above observation indicates that only molecules within a fraction   
of the total volume will pass through the surface Sx* in the time interval Δt. If the total 
number of molecules in the box is n, the number of molecules with a velocity equal to 
u is dnu. The number of molecules with velocity u in  the  direction  x that  will  pass  
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Substituting the equation (5.15) and integrating over values of u (0 to infinity), 
the relation for the total rate at which molecules pass through the surface S* per unit 
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Definition of molecular weight and the relation for Boltzmann constant, 
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where M is the molecular weight of the vapor. 
These results can be used to interpret the motion of molecules near a liquid-




It can be assumed that the surface S*i is infinitesimally close to the phase 
interface. Even if no net vaporization or condensation occurs at the interface, a 
dynamic equilibrium is established in which molecules from vapor phase hit the 
interface and become a part of the liquid phase and balanced by an equal number of 
molecules that escape the liquid into the vapor region. When vaporization occurs, the 
flux of liquid molecules joining the vapor must exceed drastically the flux of 
Interface
Surface S*i just 
inside vapor 
Liquid at T l, P l










molecules escaping to the liquid phase, making the latter negligible. The mass flux 
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 " 218.4 /evapm kg m s=  (5. 24)
              
 
 6.12 /evapm kg s=&  (5. 25)
              
 
 36.7 /evapV L minm=&        (5. 26)
              
 
The evaporation rate measured from the experiments corresponding to this 
stabilization point is 40µL/min.  Therefore,  this  approach  is  in  the  same  order  of  
magnitude with the experimental results.  
Based on equation (5.4), the evaporation rate (volumetric) as a function of 
temperature can be seen in Figure 5-12.  It  must be noted that,  evaporation rate is  a 
function of both temperature (T) and pressure (P). The link between evaporation rate, 
temperature  and  pressure  is  given  by  kinetic  theory  of  gasses,  above.  It  can  be  
observed that the pressure is in numerator, saturation pressure increases with 
increased temperature and evaporation rate is a function of the square root of 
temperature, therefore the effect of saturation pressure is the dominant factor on the 
evaporation rate trend.  This conclusion implies that higher temperatures give higher 





It must be noted that the evaporation rate at the liquid-vapor interface is given 
per unit area, where the evaporation occurs. The meniscus evaporation surface is 
different in different experiments; therefore Figure 5-12 is plotted for an average 
meniscus evaporation surface area. 
 
Figure 5-12: Evaporation as a function of saturated vapor temperature is plotted 
according to the kinetic theory of gases 
 
Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results: 
In this section, the results from the experiments compared to the analytical 
results discussed above. Figure  5-13 shows the experimental results for channel C 
and Tmax=1050C and channel E at Tmax=1200C and Tmax=1400C along with the model 
predictions for different effective meniscus area.  We notice that the results are in the 








flow rate. This suggests that the underlying principle that defines the location of 
evaporation is well captured by the kinetic theory of gases for evaporation.   
It should be noted that in the experimental results, the stability point is 
measured as a function of flow rate (evaporation rate), as opposed to temperature 
used in Figure  5-13. To compare these observations with the model, stability point is 
linked to the temperature by measuring the wall temperature across the channel and 
using the temperature value corresponding to the region where the meniscus stabilizes. 
It can be observed from the experimental results (Figure  5-13) that the 
evaporation rate increases with increasing temperature as expected, but not at same 
rate  (slope)  as  the  theoretical  curves  for  a  constant  meniscus.  It  was  observed  from  
the experiments that the meniscus area is not constant at the stabilization points 
corresponding to different flow rates, for a given heater temperature (shown in 
Figure  5-14 and Figure  5-15). Therefore, a given experiment (data set for a constant 
heater temperature, Tmax) cannot be associated directly with a specific effective 
meniscus area curve in Figure  5-14.  We  notice  however  from  Figure  5-14 and 
Figure  5-15 that the meniscus area appears to increase with flow rate. For example, 
the lower flow rate meniscus in Figure  5-15a approaches the smallest channel area, 
whereas  the  highest  flow  rate  meniscus  (Figure  5-15b) is significantly larger. The 
same trend is observed in Figure  5-13 where the data tend towards the higher 
meniscus area curves at higher flow rates. The slopes of the data sets are therefore 





Overall, it can be concluded the analytical correlation that gives the evaporation 
rate as a function of the wall temperature (Figure  5-13) captures the physical 
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It should be noted that the comparison of experimental observations with the 
theory presented here has limitations: i) the area of the meniscus may not be well 
represented by the top view pictures since the 3-D shape of the meniscus is unknown, 
ii) there may be a margin of error in the  wall temperature corresponding to the 
stability point. To better know the 3D shape, more advanced experimental approaches 
or modeling would be necessary.  Concerning the stabilization location and the 
corresponding temperature profile along the channel, the temperature was measured 
at 3 different points for accuracy, but more detailed measurements could provide a 
Figure 5-13: Comparison of analytical results to the experimental results for stability 





better insight. Nevertheless, the trends observed in the experiments are well captured 











5.4 Discussion and Comparative Experimental Results 
5.4.1 Impact of Temperature Gradient 
A Set of experiments was done using two different channel designs, to show 
the impact of the temperature distribution on separating liquid from vapor in shaped 
channels.  
Figure 5-14: Increasing effective meniscus surface area with increasing flow rate for 
experiment with Tmax=1050C  
(a) 40µL/min                 (b) 70 µL/min               (c) 75 µL/min 
Figure 5-15: Increasing effective meniscus surface area with increasing flow rate for 
experiment with Tmax=1400C 





Uniform temperature boundary condition is achieved by using a microchannel 
design that has thick walls, therefore uniform wall temperature distribution. Also, 
uniform heat supply from the bottom of the channel at a constant temperature is 
applied to ensure uniform wall temperature distribution is satisfied. Shaped channels 
are used in these experiments so that the focus is only on the temperature distribution 
effect. 
Test 1: Deionized water was supplied to the channel with the syringe pump. 
As a reference for uniform wall temperature, the test set-up design #1 was placed on a 
hot plate that has a uniform temperature, 800C.  Bubbles are droplets formed 
periodically and convected to downstream. The results can be found in the Figure 
5-16 and Table 5-4 below. 
Test 2 and 3: The same experiments are repeated for 1100C and 600C (hot 
plate temperature) and the results were similar.  Although sometimes a meniscus was 
observed, it wasn’t stable and there were always liquid bubbles in the pockets of the 
channel (Figure 5-16). 
 
 
Figure 5-16: An experiment showing unstable evaporation at various locations along 










T C  Comment 
5 72 Pulsations and big liquid bubble at the exit 
8 71 
Evaporation starts from 
the exit with a liquid 
covering the walls and 
liquid drops in some 
pockets 
10 72 Pulsations and big liquid bubble at the exit 
40 72 
Pulsations with liquid 
bubbles in the last 
rectangle. Flow rate is 
too high for evaporation 
 
Table 5-4: Results of a uniform wall temperature distribution design 
 
To summarize, just having the surface tension forces work to our benefit is not 
sufficient in order to achieve evaporation from a meniscus without the presence of 
bubbles.  Experimental results in channels without the temperature gradient did not 
provide a stable meniscus, regardless of having the necessary wall angles for 
meniscus to change shape. 
 
 
5.4.2 Impact of Meniscus/Surface Tension Forces 
A set  of  experiments  was  done  using  two different  channel  designs,  to  show 
the effect of the surface forces on evaporation from a meniscus  
A straight designed microchannel is used in these experiments. The channel 
(Channel B) only had one expansion, where the channel expands from 20 µm to 





boundary conditions as shaped channels. The experiments focused on the straight part 
of the channel, not the single expansion region.  
Deionized water was supplied to the channel with the syringe pump. In order 
to achieve a temperature gradient across the channel, test set-up design #2 was heated 
using  a  cartridge  heater  from the  exit  side  of  the  channel.  The  temperature  gradient  
boundary condition is used in these experiments so that the focus is only on the effect 
of meniscus/surface tension forces. The experiments were done using multiple 
operating points, flow rates and heat supply rates. The results of an experiment can be 
found in the Figure 5-17, where Periodic formation of vapor bubbles, getting bigger 
and convecting downstream with Tmax= 1000 and the working fluid is deionized water 






Figure 5-17: An experiment showing unstable evaporation with straight channel 

































































core gets bigger 







Table 5-5: Combined results of experiments in straight microchannels with non-
uniform wall temperature distributions 
 
During these experiments pulsations, bubble formations are observed. Bubbles 
convecting downstream which will force the liquid to the exit of the channel are 
which an undesirable phenomenon for this work is. Bubbles usually formed near the 
single expansion. Although a meniscus was observed, mostly in the expansion region, 
it was never stable.  
Having expansion with a certain wall angle helped the meniscus to stabilize. 
Also, multiple expansions enabled the meniscus to stabilize at different locations, 
depending on the heat and flow supply. However, in the scenario with straight walls, 






In summary, just having a temperature gradient across the channel is not 
enough to achieve evaporation from a meniscus without the presence of bubbles.  
Experimental results in channels without the necessary wall angles for meniscus to 
change shape did not provide a stable meniscus, regardless of having a temperature 
gradient along the channel. 
 
5.4.3 Boiling vs. Evaporation 
The results for evaporations were presented in the previous sections.  
To  observe  the  results  for  boiling  scenario,  the  same  experimental  set-up  
design #2 is used. The only difference is the heat supply was raised in a way that the 
maximum temperature of the chip was well above the saturation temperature (1000C).  
As the temperature is increased above the saturation values, the phase change 
becomes boiling as opposed to evaporation. During the boiling phase, uncontrolled 
pulsations were observed in both channels. In straight channels, the flow was in form 
of an annular flow with unstable pulsations. In shaped channels, although a meniscus 
was observed, it was never controlled, and the steady-state regime was damaged by 
the pulsations. The meniscus pulsates between the original position and another 
position  further  downstream  in  an  unstable  fashion.  The  experiment  results  were  
listed in Table 5-6 for a shaped channel with thin walls and a straight channel with 
thin walls. 
Although boiling from a stable meniscus was not observed in these 
experiments, the results with shaped channels with a temperature gradient are 





having a very long superheated channel which may evaporate the bubbles convecting 
downstream. Another option can be having a trap for the bubbles so that fully 
evaporated steam can be delivered downstream.  










with pulsations  
 
Table 5-6: Combined results of experiments with boiling for 200 mL/min flow rate in 
a shaped channel, 20 mL/min flow rate in a straight channel. Both with temperature 
gradient boundary conditions. 
 
 
5.5 Conclusions of the Chapter 
This chapter has presented the successful experimental characterization of the 
microchannel evaporator.  
First, the characterization of temperature gradient across the microchannel is 
demonstrated, and then the capillarity in complex geometries studied. Both of the 
results were in agreement with the principles and the analytical studies presented in 
the previous chapters. 
In the results section, experimental results of the controlled evaporation in 
complex shaped microchannels with non-uniform temperature gradients were 
demonstrated. Successful results were also parameterized as a function of stability 
point  along  the  length  of  the  channel,  x, and the flow rate for various heat supplies 





The evaporation rate of the fluid in microchannels was quantified by studying 
the evaporation at a liquid-vapor interface at the molecular level. Stabilization 
temperature  was  plotted  as  a  function  of  evaporation  rate  for  different  effective  
meniscus area using the analytical results. These plots were compared to the plots 
from  the  experimental  results.  It  was  observed  from  the  experiments  that  the  
meniscus area is not constant at the stabilization points corresponding to different 
flow rates, for a given heater temperature.  Therefore, a given experiment cannot be 
associated directly with a specific effective meniscus area curve from the analytical 
results. It was noticed that the meniscus area appears to increase with flow rate. The 
slopes of the data sets were more gradual than the constant meniscus area curves 
plotted. It was concluded that the analytical correlation that gives the evaporation rate 
as a function of the wall temperature captures the physical phenomena well. 
Impact of temperature gradient and meniscus/surface tension forces were also 
studied separately. It was shown that just having the surface tension forces to our 
benefit is not enough to achieve evaporation from a meniscus without the presence of 
bubbles and instabilities. The experiments have shown that the absence a temperature 
gradient did not provide a stable meniscus, regardless of having the necessary wall 
angles for the meniscus to change shape. Similarly, experimental results in channels 
without the necessary wall angles for meniscus to change shape did not provide a 
stable meniscus, regardless of having a temperature gradient along the channel. 
Boiling versus evaporation was also studied. During the boiling phase, in 
straight channels, the flow was in form of an annular flow with unstable pulsations. In 





steady-state regime was damaged by the pulsations. The results with shaped channels 
with a temperature gradient are promising. Having a very long superheated channel 
and/or having a trap for the bubbles which would prevent the bubbles from 
convecting downstream may be solutions. 
This chapter shows by using two mechanisms, a temperature gradient along 
the channel to separate the room temperature inlet fluid from the steam exit flow and 
change the direction of the surface tension forces acting on the meniscus to fix its 
position along the channel, the onset of deionized water evaporation was fixed along 
the channel. The hypothesis set forth for this thesis, as outlined in Chapter 1, has been 
verified and shown to be a viable approach to provide a steady flow of evaporated 
fluid in a microchannel. The goals of this work have been achieved and this work can 






6 Summary and Conclusions 
 
 
This chapter summarizes the development of the micro-evaporator design and 
investigation of phase change in tailored microchannels. The various conclusions 
made in this work will be outlined, the lessons learned will be reported and 
recommendations for future research will be made. 
6.1 Summary 
In this thesis a micro-evaporator that provides a stable flow of evaporated 
fluid without the presence of bubbles and liquid at the exit was developed. The work 
has been focused on modeling, fabricating and experimental characterizing micro-
evaporator with tailored channel walls for applications in MEMS-based cooling. The 
benefits of such a device come from the two principles, temperature distribution 
along the channel and to leverage the dominant meniscus/surface tension forces in 
microchannels.  This  section  will  present  a  summary  of  the  development  and  
demonstration of this concept. 
 
Microchannel evaporator principles and modeling   
The  design  principles  of  a  microchannel  evaporator  are  given  and  the  
modeling of microchannels is presented. The two design principles of a microchannel 
evaporator to stabilize a meniscus at a prescribed location have been introduced. The 
walls of the microchannels have been designed with thin walls that  are connected to 





exiting evaporating fluid. Also a sustainable thermal resistance is created across the 
channel to maximize the temperature difference through the shaped part of the 
channels, to have more options for stable meniscus locations. Necessary dimensions, 
to create a pronounced temperature gradient across the channel have been calculated. 
The second principle is to use surface tension forces can be used to change shape of 
the meniscus to make it easier to stabilize at a prescribed location. It has been shown 
analytically that in the expanding region, the wall angle can be increased so that the 
sum of the contact angle and the wall angle is greater than 900 and hence, the x 
component of the surface force is negative, changing shape. The necessary length for 
the preheating region, to be both fully developed and the temperature distribution to 
be uniform has been computationally calculated. For the evaporation region, the 
approach to analyze the heat transfer coefficient has been briefly. It has therefore 
been shown the analyses to design the microchannel evaporators. The two principles, 
temperature gradient and meniscus/surface tension forces, have been analytically 
shown to be promising to stabilize a meniscus at a prescribed location to separate 
liquid from vapor.  
 
Design of the micro-evaporator  
The design of a micro-evaporator using computational analysis and standard 
microfabrication techniques has been presented. Micro-evaporators are used in 
microsystems requiring phase change, with a stable flow of completely evaporated or 
completely condensed fluid. The designs have been studied in three sections; pre-





transfer analysis the necessary lengths for these regions have been A conjugate heat 
transfer analysis has been carried out to demonstrate the temperature distribution 
across the Rankine cycle micro-evaporator. For the pre-heating and superheating 
regions standard boundary conditions were applied. For the evaporation region, 
MATLAB analysis was done to find an exponential function to mimic the phase 
change. The achieved temperature distribution result from COMSOL analysis was 
successful and in agreement with the expected and calculated results. The focus has 
been on the evaporation part of the micro-evaporator. The micro-evaporator has been 
studied consists of three layers with pre-heating and evaporation. Similar conjugate 
heat transfer analysis has been carried out for the 3-layer micro-evaporator. For the 
pre-heating region standard boundary conditions were applied. For the evaporation 
region, MATLAB analysis was done to find an exponential function to mimic the 
phase change. The achieved temperature distribution result from COMSOL analysis 
was successful and in agreement with the expected and calculated results. A process 
flow has been developed for the microfabrication of the 3-layer micro-evaporator. 
The fabrication approach leads to a well insulated silicon microchannel with the 
ability to make complex geometries using DRIE and providing visual access. Final 
device, shaped channels, consists of expansion and narrow/connecting regions. In 
order to have a range of operations, microchannels with multiple expansions have 
been  fabricated.  With  different  flow  supply  rates  and/or  heat  supply  rates,  the  








Experimental characterization of a microchannel evaporator 
The characterization of temperature gradient across the microchannel is 
demonstrated, and then the capillarity in complex geometries studied. Both of the 
results were in agreement with the analytical studies done in previously. Experimental 
results of the controlled evaporation in complex shaped microchannels with non-
uniform temperature gradients were presented. Successful results were also 
parameterized as a function of stability point on the channel, x along the length of the 
channel, and the flow rate (µL/min) for various heat supplies and different shaped 
channels. Impact of temperature gradient and meniscus/surface tension forces were 
studied separately. In the impact of temperature gradient section: just having the 
surface tension forces to our benefit is not enough to achieve evaporation from a 
meniscus without the presence of bubbles.  Experiments results in channels without 
the temperature gradient did not provide a stable meniscus, regardless of having the 
necessary  wall  angles  for  meniscus  to  change  shape.  In  the  impact  of  
meniscus/surface tension forces: experiments results in channels without the 
necessary wall angles for meniscus to change shape did not provide a stable meniscus, 
regardless of having a temperature gradient across the channel to separate room 
temperature inlet deionized water from evaporating steam. Boiling versus evaporation 
was also studied although boiling from a stable meniscus was not observed in these 
experiments; the results with shaped channels with a temperature gradient are 
promising. It has been shown, by using two mechanisms the onset of deionized water 





expansions that have non-uniform boundary conditions. Evaporation rate as a 
function of the stabilization point wall temperature is parameterized analytically by 
using  kinetic  theory  of  gases.  The  goals  set  forth  for  this  thesis,  have  been  met  and  




The research reported in this thesis shows the viability of a micro-evaporator 
that provides a stable flow of evaporated fluid without the presence of bubbles and 
liquid  at  the  exit  for  phase  change  in  micro  thermal  systems,  or  Power  MEMS,  for  
chip cooling and micro power generation. The main contributions of this work are: 
1) The design of microchannels with non-uniform cross sections and tailored 
complex geometries.  
2) The study of phase change in microchannels with non-uniform wall 
temperature distributions.  
3) The  study  of  phase  change  in  microchannels  with  tailored,  complex  wall  
angles and thicknesses. 
4) The development and demonstration of a micro-evaporator where the onset of 
phase change is fixed at a prescribed location, without the presence of bubbles 
at the exit, separating the room temperature inlet liquid from the fully 







6.3 Lessons Learned 
Several key issues have been identified in the design, fabrication and 
experiment processes in the development of the micro-evaporator with tailored 
channel walls. This section outlines the main lessons learned. 
Design 
1) In order to reduce development risk, MEMS design should be based on design 
for simplicity, robustness and flexibility. The trade-off may be less than 
optimal performance of the resulting design.  
2) When designing the micro-evaporator, especially the dimensions of the 
features, the fabrication, packaging and experiment steps should be taken into 
consideration. Dimension changes that take place once the masks have been 
created and fabrication process postpones the fabrication process months. In 
this work, dimensions for the thin walls of the microchannel were limited by 
the fabrication process. Also, changing the 5-layer Rankine cycle micro-
evaporator design to a 3-layer micro-evaporator made it necessary to change 
the masks and the packaging of the device.  
 
Fabrication 
1) In microfabrication processes, in order to reach to the optimal recipe, 
repetitive steps are necessary. Thus, detailed records of the tried process steps 
should be kept. Adequate feedback from fabrication failures will be invaluable 





2) Every microfabrication process in the process flow must be thought together 
and the next process should be taken into consideration before progressing 
with  the  previous  step.  In  this  work,  anodic  bonding  step  between  the  glass  
and silicon layers was done before the DRIE step. During DRIE, the bottom 




1) The experimental apparatus and packaging of the device should be developed 
in parallel with the device itself in the very early design stages for successful 
testing. 
2) It is insightful to conduct experiments with microchannels that have been 
fabricated  without  following  the  design  principles  that  were  analytically  
proven to result in the desired flow characteristics. It provides an experimental 
affirmation that indeed these channels do not demonstrate desired properties 
and opportunity for observation of flow phenomena on a wider class of 
microchannels.  
3) Although the micro-evaporator is designed for working below saturation 
conditions, there is significant insight to be gained by operating it at boiling 
and superheating conditions. 
4) The experimental apparatus should allow the investigation of the device over 
a long time, since the operating conditions often deviate from the predicted 





work, due to electromigration observed in resistive heaters, the experiments 
had to be stopped and start from the beginning with a new heater. 
 
6.4 Recommendations for Future Work 
The work contained in this thesis constitutes the successful development of a 
micro-evaporator that provides completely evaporated steam, fabricated using MEMS 
technologies. Given the limited state of this research area, various aspects were 
identified during the design, fabrication, and experiment stages, but were only 
pursued to the depth necessary. This section outlines several recommendations for 
future work based on the achievements of this thesis: 
1) Microfabrication:  
a. In the deep etching of the microchannels in this work negative taper 
was observed, which reduces the wall thickness and could lead to 
lateral undercutting. There is a need to develop new recipes to 
minimize the negative taper. 
b. This work presented evaporation in a single microchannel. It can be 
anticipated that a successful application of the ideas developed on this 
single microchannel would require a multi-channel implementation in 
order to scale the results up. There is a need to develop methods to 
fabricate multiple microchannels to operate in a single micro-







2) System Design and Device Testing 
a. Heat supply to the test-package used in the experimental studies in this 
work was not optimized, since the main focus was the temperature 
distribution to the channel walls rather than the heat supply rate. By 
insulating the heat supply to the package would help to measure the 
heat input to the test chip as well as would create a more efficient heat 
supply method. 
b. The operating pressure in this work (the outlet pressure) is atmospheric. 
There  is  a  need  to  understand  the  behavior  of  flow  in  a  micro-
evaporator with varying outlet pressure values. This is particularly 
important in order to develop a device that is robust to a wider range of 
operating conditions. 
c. In  this  thesis,  experiments  were  conducted  by  using  DI  water  and  
Isopropyl alcohol as the working fluid. More experiments using 
different fluids with different saturation conditions would help 
understanding the device behavior with a wider range of operating 
conditions and will enable more robust applications of the concepts 
developed in this work. 
d. Micro-evaporators can be used in microsystems requiring phase 
change, with a stable flow of completely evaporated or completely 
condensed fluid. The evaporator in a micro Rankine Cycle must 
provide a constant flow of superheated steam, without flow pulsations, 





this  work  to  be  applicable  to  micro  Rankine  cycles,  a  multi-channel  
implementation is needed. Also, studies in superheating conditions in 
microchannels is required to study in further detail. 
e. Boiling from a stable meniscus was not observed in the experiments, 
however, the results with shaped channels with a temperature gradient 
are promising. Future work in these types of channels can be focused 
on boiling by having a very long superheated channel which may 
evaporate the bubbles convecting downstream. Another option can be 
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This appendix outlines the fabrication processes and recipes developed for the 
micro-evaporator. The process flow for the device can be broken down into three 
categories: 
A.1 Anodic Bonding 
A.2 Photolithography 
A.3 Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) 
A.3 Summary Data of A.2 and A.3 
 
Double side polished, 300 mm  thick  and  4”  diameter  Silicon  wafers,  and  
Double side polished, powderblast drilled 500 300 mm thick and 4” diameter 





A.1 Anodic Bonding  
· Piranha clean  Borofloat 33 wafer for  10 minutes 
o 3:1 – H2SO4 : H2O2 
· HF dip the Silicon wafer for 10 minutes 
· Place the wafers aligned from the outer edges to the Anodic Bonder 
· Apply 600 V at 3500C 
o Ramp Down (10C) 
o Stop at 50 0C. 










A.2 Photolithography  
· Spin AZP 4903 photoresist on the Silicon side of the bonded 2 wafer stack 
o 2800 rpm for  
· Soft bake at 1100C for 90 seconds 
· Expose using a backside aligner, aligning the exit holes in the mask with the holes 
in the glass layer 
o For 45 seconds 
· Develop 
o 1:4 – AZ 400K : DI Water 
o 3 minutes 
· Thickness result ~ 10.4 mm 
o C = 10.5 mm 
o T = 10.5 mm 
o B = 10.3 mm 
o L = 10.3mm 





A.3 Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE)  
· Etch with Deep 7 recipe for 1h 40 min. 
o C = 257.6 mm 
o T = 261.9 mm 
o B = 262.0 mm 
o L = 263.0 mm 
o R = 262.5 mm 
· Etch with Ramp3 SOI recipe for 1 h 08 min. 
o C = 276.2 mm 
o T = 273.9 mm 
o B = 276.4 mm 
o L = 279.0 mm 







Table A-2 DRIE Recipes
Nom de la recette :
Ø Step 1
Description
Pump down time (mm:ss)
Gas stabilisation (mm:ss)






Parameters switching cycle times
ON time Ramp Overrun
Etch s
Passivation s
Auto APC Manual APC
Pressure mTorr Position %
Ramp rate mTorr/min Ramp rate %/min












































































A.4 Summary Data of A.2 and A.3 
 
 
CRN2, Sherbrooke, QC, CANADA
Liste des étapes réalisées pour E410
Type Date Opérateur Détail Note
Photolithographie 




Selin Arslan Vitesse (rpm) : 2800
Durée (s) : 45 sec
Étaleuse : Laurell
Type : AZP 4903
Photolithographie 
> Recuit de résine
2009-06-15 
11h37
Selin Arslan T (°C) : 110
Durée : 90 sec





Selin Arslan Aligneuse : OAI
Mode : Intensité courante
Intensité (mW/cm2) : 22
Format du masque : 4 po
Alignement : Oui
Mode de contact : Dur







Selin Arslan Développeur : AZ400K
Durée : 3 min
T (°C) : 25
Méthode : Pulvérisation
AZ400K 1:4 DI Water
ASE-STS 2009-06-17 
09h02
Marie-Josée Gour Ramping3_2009-06-26_0.xls - Non 
standard
Num STS : ASE2086-2
Durée : 00:23:33
Nombre de cycles : 95
Profondeur visée : µm
Nom: ramping3













Coil rate: 0 W/min
platen: 12W










Coil rate: 0 W/min
platen: 0W










Table A-3 Details of the Photolithography and DRIE Processes
Profilométrie 2009-06-17 
13h22
Selin Arslan resist thickness ~ 10.4 um Center ~ 10.5 um
Left ~ 10.3 um
Right ~ 10.3 um
Top ~ 10.4 um




Marie-Josée Gour DEEP7 (rev. 2009-06-10) - Standard
Num STS : ASE2085-2
Durée : 01:40:00
Nombre de cycles : 300
Profondeur visée : µm
ASE-STS 2009-06-18 
09h04
Marie-Josée Gour RAMP3SOI (rev. 2009-06-10) - Standard
Num STS : ASE2088-2
Durée : 00:23:26
Nombre de cycles : 95
Profondeur visée : µm
ASE-STS 2009-06-18 
09h30
Marie-Josée Gour RAMP3SOI (rev. 2009-06-10) - Standard
Num STS : ASE2090-2
Durée : 00:10:06
Nombre de cycles : 40
Profondeur visée : µm
ASE-STS 2009-06-18 
10h00
Marie-Josée Gour RAMP3SOI (rev. 2009-06-10) - Standard
Num STS : ASE2093-2
Durée : 00:10:06
Nombre de cycles : 40
Profondeur visée : µm
ASE-STS 2009-06-18 
10h30
Marie-Josée Gour RAMP3SOI (rev. 2009-06-10) - Standard
Num STS : ASE2093-2
Durée : 00:12:26
Nombre de cycles : 50
Profondeur visée : µm
ASE-STS 2009-06-18 
11h00
Marie-Josée Gour RAMP3SOI (rev. 2009-06-10) - Standard
Num STS : ASE2093-2
Durée : 00:07:30
Nombre de cycles : 30
Profondeur visée : µm
ASE-STS 2009-06-18 
13h00
Marie-Josée Gour RAMP3SOI (rev. 2009-06-10) - Standard
Num STS : ASE2093-2
Durée : 00:05:02
Nombre de cycles : 20






























































































Figure C-7 Heater House, Aluminum, units in inches 
  
 
Figure C-8 Test Package Support Piece, Plexiglas, units in inches 
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